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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this trainer's matual is to teach drug
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information: (3) how to write up a case history: and (4) how to
design individualized treatments. This trainer's manual is organized
into three mai= chapters and appendices. The first chapter contains
an introduction to the course and describes its purpose. It presents
the course goals and objectivesoolternate course schedulings, a
brief course overview, and a suemary evaluation report of the field
trials. The second ch.Apter includes training tips that may be
valuable to. both experienced and inexperienced trainers-'-tips found
in this chaptcr are fairly general, and may be applied'to other
training activities as well as to the specific training of the AITP.
The third chapter contains trainer quidelines--a session-by-session
account of the mechanics, logistics and techniques to be used in this
course. The appendices contain suggestions on alterne.ive methods of
evaluating course effectiveness as well as guidelines on how to
administer the pretests and posttests of the course. Handouts for the
trainees, which the trainer may photocopy for distribution during
certain training activities, are included. This section also includes
a bibliography and a reference list. (Author)
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

I.

PURPOSE (1 o teach vounselors:

Ihe oak:J.1;round and psychological infotmation needed to assess a dent
IJ o interview clients in order to get the information

1 o w rite a case history based on the information

10 design individuali/ed treatment plans

AUDIENCE

reat mem ..ounsdors in di Lig abuse treatnwnt programs

Minx OF TRAINEES

Recommended opt i1/111M training audience si/e: maimum 24

CONTENT
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asse,,ses t Lw dient's teasolts for being in treatment and espeeta tions thereof; (11) Relation-

,lops, kthia asNesses the dient's rdations it h I a tnt I pee..s. and members ot the same
and opposne ses; (c) Rationality. which permits gloss iudgmems regal ding ps eho-
pat holoo , suh:idal potential, and potential for iolence; td) Re:out ees. it"t'sse
the Tamil:es on which it eminent can build.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE TRAINER'S MANUAL

This trainer's manual is organised into three major chapters and appendices. The first
chapter contains an introduction to the course and describes its purpose. It presents the
course goals and objectives, alternate course scae-u.I (I I ings, a brief course overview, and a
summary evaluation report of the field trials. In the second chapter the authors have in-
cluded training tips that may be valuable to both experienced and inexperienced trainers.
the tips found in this chapter are fairly general, and may be applied to othcr training ac-
tivities as well as Co the specific training of the AITP. The third chapter contains trainer
guidelinesa session by session account of the mechanics, logistics and techniques to be
used in this course.. The appendices contain suggestions on alternative methods of
evaluating course effectiveness as well as guidelines on how to administer the pretests and
posttests of the course. Handouts for the trainees, which the trainer may photocopy for
distribution during certain training activities, are included. This section also includes a
bibliography and a reference list.

trainers who meet the trainer qualifications described in the introduction, and who read
and master the content of . Frainee's NIanual, should have little trouble in meeting the
training objectives of this course.
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CHAPTER ONE
COURSE OVERVIEW

4t.

PURPOSE

Federal funding criteria for drug treatment programs require that individualited treat-
ment plans be specified for all clients. To assist programs in meeting this requirement, the
Assessment Intemiewing for Treatment,Planning Course has been developed to train coun-
selors in the use of a focused, well-organized. interview that wilt facilitate gathering the in-
gormation needed to develop a treatment plan. For the purposes of this course, it is assumed
that assessment interviewing for treatment planning is not an intake process. Rather, it is
conducted after intake as part of the client's initial involvement in the treatment process.

INTENDFD AUDiENCE

The course is intended for counselors who are involved in the treatment process, who par-
ticipate in treatment planning asmember of a treatment team, and who need to develop the
skills specified in the course objedives. There are no minimum skill requirements.

COURSE GOALS

The course is designed to train connselors to-

understand aad value the relevance of assessment interviewing to the process of indkidualired
treirtment phuming:

acquire counseling skills in the area of focused inter% iewing:

infer% iew clients regarding their readiness for treatment, their interpersonal relationships with
others, their rationality, and the peNonal resources they bring to the treatment process;

make gross clinical judgments of clients who ma% need additional psychiatric Iir other referi al
seNiccs;

organi/e M.; inforniation obtained from the inter% iew in a meaningful manner so that the coun-
selor ma% present the information to treatment planning boarkls or mental health consultants:

understand and concept ualire treatment as a d% namic process: and

assist in the development of treatment plans.

MAJOR MIRJECT AREAS

The course is divided into six major subject -eas with subdivisions as indicated helm% .

...

1%sessment Interviewing Guide Il/Gt. I his component pro% ides the toundation for all othei
rning act i% ities in the courx& It focuses on four areas that gi% e the courr:.elor the int ormat ion

IR ded to make an adequate assessment of the client's needs. In addition. tt presents gukklines
tor assessing the client's strengths and weaknesses that mit either inhibit ot enhance the neat
menu pr mess. Presentations in this content area alternate %%ith inter% itminp skills practice. I lie
I our content at eas are as follmk s:

.t
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. a. Reudines. explores the reasons a client seeks treatment, his expectations on entering treat-
Intent, and holy his readintss relales totreatment recommendations.

h. Relutionsnips considers the client's relationships with individuals and groups and the im-
plications these relationships have for treatment.

c. Mt/hint/My takes itito account the elient's-mental status in an effort to uncover information
on which gross judgments can be made regarding psyLhopathology, suicide potential, and
the portial fQr violence.

d. Resourceslreats the client's strengths and assets 4\ala*ifor planning treatment.
.

2. Interviewing Skills. This section offers the counselor i struction and practice in the specialized
requirements of interviewing, and is interwoven with the As.wssment Interviewing Guide. The
rationale for the AKi is followed by interviewiNiskills practice.

3. The ( irse History. The titird component of. the curriculum deals with organizing and recording
fOrmalion gained in the assessment interview.

4. Treuttnent Planning. This component focuses on the organiz.ation and development of
a treatment plan hascd on the inforwation obtained during .the assessment interview.

Confidentiality. Legal, ethical and therapeutic issues implicit in assessment interview-
ing are discussed in this section. 4if

6. Psychometrk Testing. This last section gives an overview of vocational, personality, and
intFIligence tests that ihe counselor may need tq understand to obtain additional assessment
information.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Following are training objectives for each of the six subject areas.

the .1 ssestment Interviewing Guide. By the end of this course, each participant will be able
tor-

a. identify at least four psychological concepts described in the overall rationale and
int roduct ion to t he Assessment Intervkwing Guide (A IG);

b. list the four major content areas of the MG;

c. identify at least two psychologivl concepts described in the rationale sections for each Of the
four Major content areas of the AIG; and

d. kkntlfy at least two subareas w it hin each major content arett

2. Intervwwing SA rils. In a simulat.. .tssespient interview , the part "pant should be able to

a. introduce the purpose and focus of the inters iew ;

b. structure thL inters it:a; aroUnd the four content areas outlined in the interviewing guide;

c. inquire about at least two subareas within each ,ontent area;

d. phrase questions and responses that are consisifnt wAth!t he priuciples described in the inter-
vie Wills Skills section of the training manual.; and

e. gis en either an audiotaped signette or a transcript of an assessant interview , discriminate
bet %seen effectis e and wneffectise inters kw el responses as described in the InIemewm
SA /Us sel non ot the training manual.

Q
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3. The (ase //Atoiy. By the end of training, each participant will be able to list the eigrit major

elements considered necessary for a case history presentation.
4

4. Treatment Planning. By the end of training, each part icipan; will be able to

a. identify the purpose of treatment planning;

h. identil t the personnel recommended for a treatment planning board (case conference or
1 taffin a case);

c. identify the expected results of a treatment planning board; and

d. identify the counselor's role in treatinent planning.'

5. Confidentiality. By the end of training, each parlicipant will be able to identify the counselor's
role and 17;iponsibilities in maintaining the confidentiality of client records.

6. IlsivlioMetrie rests. By the end of training, each participant will be able to ..ientify, fro%a list
of commonly standardited psychometric tests, those that are projective personality tests, Fit-
ten psychodiagnostic tests, and those designed for educational or vocational planning.

TlaINElli QUA liriCATIONS

The small-group interactions must be conducted by a training team with a trainer-trainee
\ ratio of alle-to six; eighteen is the recommended training group size. As a group, the train-
r ing team should have the following skills and characteristics (each member need not have

all):

successful expelketice as a counselor with drug abusing client% (the experience shoula be in both
individual and group,counseling)

Successful experience as a counselor-trainer or counselor-supervisor

[raining and or experience in psychological assessment and psychological diagnostic%

Successful experience in developing case bistot ie% and treatment planning

Successful experience in %mall-group dynamic%

5
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Alternative Scheduling

The course consists of seven sessions of 3 1/2 hour. each, and may be offered in a variety
of formats depending on the needs of the training population. Whatever schedule is select-
ed, the sequence of events must be maintained. Care should be taken to ensure that 'trainees
have ample time to begin reading course m terials before Session 2. Listed below are three
possible training schedules:

A. 31 z-Da) Iniensive training

Day 1 Session 1 Afternoon

Day 2 4 . Session 2 Morning

Sessioa 3 Afternoon

1:10

Day 3 Session 4 Morning

Session 5 Afternoon

D.tv 4 Session 6 Morning

Session 7 Afternoon

13. .thrOa-onsecutive Saturthos with One Evening Session .
Appropriate' Thr individuals who find it difficult to attend training during rekular work hours

Day 1 Session 1 Friday Evening

1 1ity 2 Session 2 Saturday Mor ing

Session 3 Saturday Afternoon

Das 3 Session 4 Saturday Mornirg

Session 5 Saturday Afterroon

Da 4 Session 6 Saturday Morning

Session 7 Saturday Afternoon

It this lormat is chosen and preposttesting is not desired, trainee notelmoks should be mailed
partictparts before the first session.

SC% cn Week!) Sessions
t. he most appropriate for 0-service training. (Me morniw: or afternoon worth! he so aside

each week !or lruminv, and one session would he covered each week.

I.E.ARNING ACTIVITIES

1 he course combines independent study with lecturvs, video-audiotaped demonstrations,
inters iew ing simulations, and small- and large-group discussions. The activities are
described in more detail in the ['ruiner Tips section th it follows.

cot 104: 11.VIVRIALS

nuncr's Mom& Contains course background informaiiona'rtd guidelines for course
delis cry

ittince's lanual: Contains exercises and assigned reading material on major topics

/rainee Handouts: Worksheets and feedback forms

uleotape tor udiotapel: Demonstration of inteisiewing skills

/ altictom Instruments: Pre and posttests an 'guidelines ty. test administration and
.cor ing

1 3



EVALliATION

Short Term

The format is e evaluation of this course was conducted in three stages, each of which con-
tributed to the text and training design as it now appears. The first stage of evaluation con-
skied of an ongoing internal review of Lhe course material and training design through it%

developmental phases. The internal review team was composed of members of the NDAC
staff. The second review phase consisted of an external review team composed of experts
outside of NDAC and known for their expertise in treatment and the training of counselors.
The review teams' members and other contributors are mentioned in the acknowlectgements
section. Each of these review processes resulted in minor and sometimes major revisions to
the course before field trial.

Hie final stage of resision, then, was a field trial of the Course with trainees represen-
tative of those for whom the course was designed. It was presented under conditions that
were characteristic of those under whi,:h the course would normally he delivered. Two field
trials w'ere conductedone in Jacksonville, Florida, and the second in Newark, Delaware.
I he field trials were a cooperative venture between the training support programs of the
respective state% and the NDAC. Trainees were recruited locally at each site by the state
training coordinator. There were eighteen trainees and three trainers at each site, following
the recommendations for trainer-trainee ratio that appear in this manual. Two of the three
trainer% at each site were counseior supervisors of local programs. The third trainer in each
case s.vas a trainer from NDAC who was not ins olved in the course development. Each
training team had trainers with the qualifications recommended on page 00 of this manual.
!raining teams were briefed before the field trials, which were conducted using the trainer
lips and training guidelines presented in the followmg chapters.

Of the thirty-six trainees who participated in the fiLld trials, twenty-lour were white, ten
Black. and two l.atino. Their average age was 28 years; twenty-one were male, fifteen
female; cies en had sonic college while twenty-two had a bachelor's degree or better; all but
fis e were coatiselors or ins olved in direct client sers ices; and the average length of time in
their present job was 1.22 years. While this was not a "true random sample," there is no
reason to belies e that the trainees did not represent drug abuse counseloc§ as a whole.

Parallel pro- and posttests of 62 items each were constructed to measure learning as a
rk..sult of the course. l'he tests were related specifically to the training objectiv,!s and were
designed to measure recall, interpretation, and application of knowledge.* The average
pretest score was 56 percent and the average posttest score was 7 1 percent, yielding an
as erage leat ning gain of 15 percent. Statistical si)milicance (p< .05) was obtained using-
cort elvted t-tests.

In addition to the objective tests, subjectise measures were des eloped to obtain the par-
ticipant's feedback from eaLlt session. t :sing a 1 ikert-type scale of 1 through 5 (where 1 was
poor and 5 was excellent), partictpants w ere asked to rate s aims aspects ot each session.
I hes were also asked to comment freels on ss hat !hes belies ed to be the most and least
5 aluable aspect of each session. rhe I ikert tpe tatilw.s 5 telded as crave scores ot 4.1. Par
ncipants t picalls reported that they liked the small.proup sessions most and the mini
lectures least.

di,. it. 1,11 ,)I th, ic .1,% .101,11 lei.'

I" -* I I'd PO .!t.*-
ohm 5114.11,1!' 1.



FOI.WW-UP

To determine whether the training had any impact on the actual practices of counselors
who had completed the course, follow-up interviews were conducted in Florida seven weeks
after completion of the course and in Delaware four and one-half months after completion
of the course. The counselors were asked the following seven questions:

1. Have you used the training manual since completing the course?

2. Would you rank and eomnwnt on the relative value of each of the "4 Rs" in your own w L,rk?

3. How did the course change the way you conceptualite your own tasks?

4. How much interview time do you need to understand a client in terms of the "4 Rs?"

S. How do clients react to such an interview?

6. How has the coursse changed the way you write up a treatment plan?

7. Would you recommend the course to others?

Some have used the manual extensiVely since completing the course: others have not. The
major factor explaining the difference seems less related to the individuals than to the pro-
cedures and regulations of the agencies in which they work. Some counselors felt that theit
agencies would not permit the use of the ideas and approaches advocated in the course.

In those agencies where the AIG is being used extensively, counselors report that its
greatest strengths lie in the following a:as:

1. It provides the counselors with more complete, more usable, and more uniform information
than other approaches.

2. It enhances client cooperativeness by gis ing client% a more actise role in the treatment planning
process. Hence, there are fewer "misses" and the "split rate" has been reduced.

1. In some cases, it has reduced staff "burn-out" because counselors can concentrate on collecting
information and not on solving the client's problems right away.

4. It is structured enough to meet the needs of the clients, yet flexible enough to be used by
counselors w it h different interviewing st yles.

Although the skills taught appear suitable for both experienced and inexperienced coun-
selors, these groups view the course differently. Experienced counselors are most impressed
by the "4 Rs" as an organizational concept 'for the interview process, noting that the "4
Rs" provide an overall strategy that is both useful and feasible. Less experienced counselors

wet e more interested in the technical characteristics of a good interview question and in

learning to ask questions that meet these requirements.

With respect to the relative value of each of the "4 Rs" in collecting useful information,
opinions vary considerably depending on the program, its client population, and its goals.
For example, Relationships was cited as most important in adolescent programs, whereas
Resources was seen as most important in programs with large voc: tional rehabilitation
components.

Although several counselors suggested t hat the sections on psychological testing and con-
fidentiality he deleted, the majority of the indis iduals inters iewed agreed that these sections
had helped increase their sensitivity to the issues and recommended that they be retained.

All individuals interviewed agree emphatically that they ssould recommend the course
"highly" to others. In at least one agency, all counselot s at e being trained to use the AI(

It
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As with most courses, some individuals have reported difficulties in implementing the ,

proaches advocated by AITP in their own jobs because of conflicting program policies.
Although the course is intended to facilitate individual development and not to effect
organizational change, it has had an impact on both the individuals who have completed
training and, in some cases, on the programs in which they work.

Trainee performance, comments by trainers and trainees, and observations made by the
course developers resulted in minor modifications to the course after field trial. The course
as it now appears is a result of rigorous evaluation procedures.
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TRAINER TIPS

INTRO.DUCTION

This section presents concepts and suggestions that are basic to the delivery of the A1TP
course. These tips form a foundation that will help you implement the specific Guidelines
provided for each session.

The trainerand training teammay decide to use all of these suggestions, or may find
that only some of them are useful. It is likely that after delivering the course, trainers will
add suggestions of their own. If the trainer is presenting the course for the first time, it is
recommended that he elosely follow the Trainer Tips and Guidelines. In this way, he will
benefit from the experience If those who have presented this course and those who hate
trained similar courses.

The Trainer Tips are organized as follows:

LOGISTICS

Considerations for Large Groups

Considerations for Small Groups

Training Spaceand Environmental Qualities

TRAINING AIDS

TRAINEE'S MANUAL

Flip Charts

Videotapes

Handouts

111E TRAINING TEAM

Staff Roles

Staff Interaction

II It IIIREL IAJOR I EARNING Act lymus

arge Group 'Comer Building

Small-t irony Pra lice, Skill Development

Integration of Materiai I earned



IDGISTICS

these tips are "nitty-gritty" considerations t'or arranging the trainees in groups,
organizing training space, and controlling the environment so that it is conducive to
ts

Consideratinns for Large Group

The Guidelines are written with the assumptiom that the total group willconsist of eight."
een participants. Recognizing that group size may vary, it is recommendedAat the total
group contain no less than four and no more than twenty-four participants. ei-bing beyond
this range in either direction will likely result in sacrificing the course objectives, training
methodology, and the exter t to which participants enjoy the course.

The graup coMposition will vary depending upon whether the training is in-service or in-
cludes trainees from different treatment projects. Both arrangements have advantages and
disadvantages.

The in-service mode (in which participants all come t'rom the same program) is effective
because the impact on the total program is likely to be greater. The disadvantage is that
when participants are all coworkers, previous history and interpersonal dynamics may
negatively affect the processes that are necessary when new skills are being learned.

On the other hand, if trainees are a heterogeneous group from different programs, sup-
port from and impact on individual programs may be lessened, but the range of experiences
and backgrounds brought to the group is likely to enhance the training process.

However the training is conducted, it is imperative that all participants (trainers and
trainees) he freed from the regular work routine. That is, no one should be available for
telephone messages, meetings, or other normal work activities.

To the extent that the organizers of the training program have choice!, in group com-
position, an attempt should he made to balance the conference group with respect to age,
sex, race, religion, and socioeconomic backgrounds.

Considerations for Small (;roups

Small-group process generally works best if the group's composition is structured by the
trainer radio- than left to random arrangements. When possible (and appropriate), take ad-
antage of these tips:

*Rini a mix in terms or age, sex, race, etc.

Separate tiood friends, losers, spouses.

Separate persons knoss n to be enemies or to be m ses ere conflict ssith one anothei

Separate sum kors ti OM the persons they supet

( )Hain a mix ot p ons m.ho appeal to has e arNing. donee. of skil!, in areas related to the
s-ourse otlicoke,.

I 'se an% ot het in [mutation sou may hase to put topet het a small gloup ihai k IikeL I.. uppoi
Inc leant ok:ess.

I t tnt ormation about he porticipants is aailable to the trainers, some of this planning
ma% take place before training. Selection of pat tki pan is tor small groups ina also be based
on t he in forma0.m gathered and dynamics obso ed durine the tirst large-eroup session.

19



*training Space and Environmental Qualities

Small-Group Size

. Six is the ideal number of participants for each small group. Many of the small-group ex-
ercises require trainees to be arranged in dyads and triads. If the group contains more or
less than six people, the trainer must be creative about6 these groupings. If this becomes
necessary, you might

become a`member of a dyad o, triad;

use an extra" traine, in a group and rearrange the exercise so your numbers work and so
maximum learning can occur.

Ft aining Environment

For a group of 18 trainees, you will need one large-group meeting room and three smaller
rooms. (The large-group room may also be used as a break-out room.) A good training en-
vironment should include

adequate lighting and electrical outlets;

adequate heating and ventilation;

adequate noise control and pHs acy especially fie small group work;

adequate seat ing (chain, pillows, carpeted floor);

pros ision for desks or tables for participants who want a writing surface (Caution: these tend
to tnuAe the training ent'iroMMIll More forMal. 1,*

cometlient access to water, coffee, and refreshments during the break periods.

Since the staff and trainees will be spending many hours together, the training rooms
should be as comfortable and well-organized as possible.

RooM arrangements ought not to be taken for granted. The positioning of chairs should
allow for easy exit and entrance. Participants should have an unobstructed view of all visual
presentations. When more than one trainer is in the room, they should make an effort to sit
in various parts of the room. it circular seating arrangement is usually the most ap-
propriate, especially in the small groups.

l'ItAININC AIDS

A number of training materials are essential to the total training proLess; these include
the Trainee's Manual, flip charts, videotapes, and participant handouts.

.1 rainee's Manual

The Trainee's Manual contains the basic didactic material: it is a reference book and sup-
plemental teaching aid for both trainees and trainers. Trainers must be thoroughly familiar
w it it the manual so that they may use it efficiently during training.

The manual is an integral part of the course. Trainees will he asked to complete reading
assignments and w ill use the manual during ses eral exercises. You should encourage par-
ticipants to use the manual extensisel to complement the ot her training act is it ies. Trainees
should be urged to complete reading assignments. make notes in margins, and refer to the
Illanual lot clarification or Fes iew .



Hip Charts

Hip charts help organize and clarify information. They provide trainees with a visual
outline of the course content; information that is both seen and heard is more easily
retained. Some hints for the effective use of flip charts:

Prepare them in advance when you are presenting

Ike them to record points made (by trainees) dur g a discussi n or b Mstorming session.

Ilse them to reinforce or clarify a teaching point.

Make sure the charts are visible to all partiOpants. (Remember not t tand in front of them!,

Write legibly.

Be creative: Ilse color and print yariation it' time and resources allow; leave areas to be com-
pleted by trainees' input. etc.

Remember to watch participants and not the charts when you are using them as a guide to a
presentation.

1.1se brief phrases, single words, diagrams, or outlines; cluttered flip charts are less effective
than clear, simple ones.

Suggt.sted flip chart outlines are given in the Guidelines for each lecture/discussion and
for each exercise where a flip chart might be useful. The trainer may modify, delete, or add
flip chart material according to his judgment and personal style.

Videotapes

The MTP course contains four videotapes (7-8 minutes each) that show portions of an
assessment interview. Each videotape demonstrates a portion of one of the "4 Rs" and one
component of the interviewing skills and techniques being emphasized. The assessment in-
terview presented on the videotapes is the same one used for developing the case historY and
treatment plan. Therefore, the client on the tape becomes every trainee's client.

The person being interviewed on the tapes is recreating a situation that actually occurred
with a real client, and the interviewer is an experienced counselor. However, the videotapes
arc not meant to be examples of perfect or ideal interactions.

Me videotapes bring to life portions of the AIG and dramatize associated interviewing
skills and techniquo; they are also intended to stimulate discussion and clarify con.cepts
presented in the course. They are a model of one way to approach the interview. Your task
is to use the videotapes to facilitate learning through carefully guided discussions. Viewing
and discussing the videotapes (in conjunction with presentations prior to viewing) form the
basis for integrating skills and practicing t: use of the AIG in the small-group sessions.

Although the points being made are different for each tape, certain strategies will be
useful each time the tames are used. ilere are some helpful hints.

irr
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Before viewing

1. Make sure equipment is set up and in good working order.

2 Briefly describe what is about to happen.

a. Videotape length (Emphasize that it is only a brief excerpt limn a longer interaction.)

b. Videotape subjeict/ focus: .1/G and Interviewing Skills content areas

c. Purpose of viewing (reminder that this will he the client used .for developing the case history ,
and treatment plan)

3. 13:scribe what the trainees should do while viewing.

a. Take notes on information gathered about the client. This may beoptional if you fee/it will
inhibit viewing.

b. Be ready to discuss:

Jr" 1) Information gathered about the client during the interview

2) Questions related to AIG content area

3) Interviewing skills and techniques

4) Techniques employed that seemed ineffective

List these tasks on flip chart 0' it will be helpful.

Totaltime to explain the above should not he more than three minutes

After viewing

I. Give trainees a few seconds to collect their thoughts before titl.,hm:ag the discuss;on.

a. Try to focus first on positive component% of the interview.°

b. Focus next on negative (ineffective) components.

c. ['hen focus on questions and clarification of t htfinterview process.

See Guidelines for discussion questions specific to each session

2. Sammarize discussion in relation to tasks listed above.

3. Prepare group for next exercise.

Handouts

Each small-group exercise includes handouts that are not reproduced in the Trainee's
Manual. These supplemen, the session by providing additional information or guidelines
for feedback. Specific instt uctions for using the handouts are given in the Guiddines sec-
tion. but some general hints that may be helpful are given here:

Prepare enough copies for each exercise in a ivance. lew extra cf.pies mav also come in
hatulv.

Briefly explain the purpose of 6ch handout before distributing it to trainees.

ilo% trainees enough time to read the handout .

( its e instruction% for completing and using the handout ss hen and hoss it is to be used.

nsss er questions; clarify points.

I 7



THE TRAINING TEAM*

This section discusses the roles and tasks that must be assumed or performed by the
trainer and gives suggestions for how the training team might operate.

Staff Roles

The recommended staffing pattern for this course is one trainer for every six trainees.
One supervisor-floater should be available for every three trainers.

Trainer Role
The trainers are the backbone or the course. It is their responsibility to translate the con-

cepts and techniques described in the training materials into increased knowledge and skills
on the part of the trainees. Ideally, the training team should collectively posseqs both the
training and counseling skills necessary to deliver the AITP course (see Training Team Re-
quirements). Although the skills of the trainers are most important, it iS also wise to at-
tempt to .relleet a balance of age, sex, race, and experience that will harmonize with the
trainee population. Each trainer is responsible fot .

having a thorough understanding of the course schedule and his responsibilities therein;

being on time and prepared for all sessions;

facilitating small-group practice sessions;

facilitating large-group lectures and guided discussion sessions;

facilitating large-group summary and linkage sessions;

attending all trainers' meetings:

operating videotape equipment tat least one trainer must have this skill).

Supervisor-Floater Role
It is recommended, but not essential, that when the total group contains eighteen or more

participants, a supervisor-floater be a member of the training team. This person acts as a
resource to the trainers (not to the participants). The advantage to having a supervisor-
floater is that he is able to give objective feedback to -the trainers on their delivery of The
course. The floater can assess the group climate and help trainers compare their small-
group progress with that of the group as a whole. The floater can act as a back-up trainer.
he a supplementary resource, fill in groups that are too small for the exercises, or perform
other emergency services.

This individual's role is not to evaluate trainee performance, except as it relates to pro-
cess observation of problem areas and trainer-trainee relationships. The floater is usually
silent when visiting groups, and provides feedback or assistance only when asked. lie can
illso he refused admis'sion to a group (by the group or a trainer) if his presence is felt to be
inappropriate. However, if the fioater's role is well explained to the trainees, such refiisal is
unlikely. 44

The supervisor-floater should he a person ski ed in both training and counseling.
However, since his primy role is to provide process feedback to the trainers, the primar
consideration when choo . tg a supervisor-floater should be training skills. lite supervisor-
floater is responsible for

ha% tug L t hot our h understahding ol the course objeot% cimtent mid his pm [mita,

tildtkie. it muctl. the -awe: Ism Iloalvt. mitt toil..0.1111,
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visiting groups on a rotating basis or as requested by trainers;

providing individual feedback to trainers;

organiiing and chairing trainer debriefing meetings.

Utiliiation of Consultants
The decision to use an outside consultant should be based on staff assespent of the

'training need that would be filled. The following guidelines for selecting, workmg with, and
evaluating consultants for the AITP course should be kept in mind when considering this
quastjon.

Administrative tConskierations. These considerations are dependent on agency policy.
They might include the approval of resumes, fees to be paid (negotiated informally be letter
or formally byesontract), transportaiion requirements, and the establishment of dates,
times, lengths of presentations, locations, contlict persons, etc. Although these may seem
like obvious points, failure to clarify any of them may mean that the consultant will fail to
appear, thus creating problems for your program.

The Consultant's ExpertiSe and Experience. Most often, consultants are needed for their
specialized (often technical or advanced) subject-matter expertise that cannot be found
among the training center stafffor example, a person who can explain psychometric
testing or confidentiality. In the fields of drug abuse and counseling there exist many
proclaimedand, unfortunately, self-proclaimed"experts." The last point makes it par-
ticularly important that those responsible for selecting a consultant know exactly what is

. wanted from that individual. Questions to be asked and answered fully are: Does"that con-
sultant have a 'Vandard rap" that he gives? Can he alter it? Will he (*er it to fit your
needs? Has he had experience (direct or indirect) with the population to whom he will be
.speaking? Is that- important? Can the consultant relate to professionals?' To nonprofes-
sionals? Young people? Older people? Blacks? Latinos? Whites? Men? Women? Can he
give examples that tqill be relevant to your trainee population? Will he provide a written

11110
outline of his lectldre. Is it needed? Are4andout materials desirable?

In summary. whet selecting a consultant yoU should
select the consultant on the basis or the training needs and not tin thr basis ot his resume,
profession, or label;

know the trainee population well enough to determine if the c ofisultant's approach (language,
alues, expviences) will dovetail with tbAgf the trainee population.

Training Jsideratlons. Subject matter expertise does tun necessarily mean that the con-
sultant has training expertise or the ai,-,4i4y to present materials in a way that will facilitate
learning. Working with a consultant; then, necessitates pretraining briefing. The consultant
should be given written objectives of the lecture to be conducted. He should also be in-
formed of hoW the information presented will be used by the participants. (general job
definitions, the session's relationship to the total training program, and. posttest or exit-
level performance desired). In addition the consultant should he given any written material
the trainees will use. An outline of the subject matter to he covered, or a list of the quest ions
to he answered, shouletiso be reviewed. This will assure that the consultant and tile pro-
gram staff share the sam4 understanding of the content and approach to the material and
that the consultant will he well prepared..

I ,)
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Otlier issues to be handled should include the following:.

Any special preparation the training center should makeprintM or audiovisual materials

The training lechniques and style to be usedleetui.e with iuestions at 11w end, lecture-
diScussion, role play, use ((flip charts, slides, etc.

The design 'of the training situationgroup size, seating arrangement, etc

Tasks the core training staff should perform iti`conjuncilon with the consultant --tainers as
learners, trainers as assistants, stnall-group leaders, etc.

.Staff Interaction

Interaction Before Training
Each member of the training team should read and he thoroughly familiar with all the

course materials: Trainee's Manual, handouts, vidotapes, and the Trainer's Manual.
Alt hóugh the Trainee's Manual contains the basic course content and the Trainer's Manual
provides the guidelines for the course's presentation, the trainer should be prepared to
elaborate on this information and tip provide additional examples where appropriate. (See
Appendk 227Reference Bibliography, for further reading and resources.

The training team should meet before the actual training event begins. This meeting
should be.a planning sestsion to designate the leadership in each session; and map out coor-
dination plans, discuss how they may support each other, compare/traipsing styles, and
decide upon process issues. If a supervisor-floater *will be used, hérThoutd attend this
meeting (and all othec, ti ainer meetings) and may want to "chair" the/meeting. The follow-
ing are suggested activities for the planning meeting:

Become; familiarewith and assure the appropriateness of the training environment.

Reproduce and distribute all handouts for each trainer's small group.

Make pfeliminary assignments for small-group membership (if possible).

sign specific trainers to lead Npecific sessions.

ReView and Clarify the training schedule and materials.

Obti:in consensus on a format and a process for trainer meetings throughout the course.

Share individual training experiences, discuss and compare tiaining styles, and examine in-
dividual strengths and weaknesses.

This process will facilitate a coOrdinated and mutually supportive training team.

Interaction During Training
Whenever possible, all trainers should be present at all large-group meetings. The trainers

who are not dir6ctly responsible for leading the discussions or lectures ,can be a valuable
resou, ce to provide clarification, support, or an additional perspeetiv0 to the lead trainer \
presentation. By attending large-group meetings, the trainers will be INtter able to under-
stand and deal with the quesions and reactions of participants during imall-group practice
sessions. ObviouSly, this wilT enhance the small-group sessions, and will probably improve
the dynamic's of the total group. Participation will also enable trners to provide feedback
tokach other in the trainers' meetings.

./



Trainers' meetings should be held at the end of each training day. Their purpose is to
enrich the total training process for both trainers and trainees. I n addition to demonstrating
competence in both content and process, the effective trainer must have an ability to seek
help when needed, and be receptive to feedb,ack from his trainees and fellow trainers, and
willitx to learn from what he teaches. Trainers' meetings allow for wrinkles in the training

. ddlivery to begroned out.

T he chairperson for these meetings s'hould be the supervisor-floater. If a floater is not
a part of the training team, the trainers may want to rotate chairing the meetings. A com-
fortable; private setting is best for these meetings, which should last (on the average) about
forty-five minutes.,
Suggested agenda items include:

1. Wdback includes both ffie content and the process of the day's
training events. It is usually easiest to discuss events in order of their
presentation. The feedback process should flow in the following
order:

a. Each trainer summarizes his reactions to his own
presentationsfeedback to self. The trainer should highlight an
aspect of his presentation he was particularly pleased
withpositive feedbackand then an aspect he was not pleased
with or that needs improvement negativefeedback.

b. Other trainers or observers offer feedback to the above, beginning
v, it h something positive and concluding with behaviors that could
be improved (if any).

c. Each trainer takes turns .with feedback to self followed by
feedback from others.

d. 'The supervisor-floater is the last to give feedback to each trainer.

= Note: feedback should follow the principles discussed on page 26 of this chapter.

2. Discussion examines the small-group progress (if appropriate). Try
ranking trainers in terms of skill level: 1 top, 6 = bottom.

1. General comments include feedback on training team dynamics.

4. Planning and clarifying help to shape up the next day's session.

5. Other items include special problems, scheduling, etc.

Interaction After Training
The last debrieti:in will probably foliow an agenda similar to the one suggested above,

hut with the added purpose of bringing ate training event to a close. Agenda items might in-
clude.

. Siimmary: to explore the trainer's learning experience What /
would do the same or diPerently

2. Itscussion to determine any folkm -up needs for trainees Of
necessatA

1. Future planninq tit nccessar:1
,
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THE THREE MAJOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The three major learning activities in thisvourse are:

1. Concept building large-group, guided discussion-lecture

2. Skill development small-group practice

3. Integration of learning large-group discussion

The chart below shows how each activity is used in each training session.

LEARNING ACTIVITY

Concept Building Skill Development Integration
Session Large Group Small Group Large Group

I X

2 X X X

3 X
, X X

f
.1 X X X

5 X ,K, X

6 X X X

7
.

X
.

This recurring pattern supports the cumulativt*quisition of new knowledge and skills.
Concepts are introduced to pafticipants in the assigned reading materialS. Next they are
clarified and emphasized in a twilitated discussion (in Sessions 2-6). Then they -are rein-
forced by videotapes in which the concepts being discussed are dramatized (Sessions 2-5 on-
ly). After concept building, participants are divided into small groups to apply new
knowledge is practice exercises (skill development). Eachsmall-group practice session is
tollowed by a large-group meeting in which participants sitmmarite, share, and discuss the
learning from the previous activities (integration). The integration also serves as a link to
the wit section whose focus and ceading assignments are introduced at this point. The ex-
cept kms to this format, Sessions l and 7, are devoted to concept building and pretesting and
post t esting using a large-group lecture-discussion format.

Since similar methods are used to accomplish the major learning activities, there are
tr aining Management issues in each session that are common to each type of activity. These
are discussed below. Specific instructions for the delivery of each session can he found in
the Guidelines section of this manual. Many of the tips found in the small-group Ain-
development portion of this section arc also applicable to large-group processes.



Large Group/Concept Building

Large-group concept building sessions are an efficient method of creating and exploring
a base of common knowledge. The information discussed in the large-group meeting for
Sessions 1-6 is prerequisite to the skill developmetu exercises. In other words, the material
concerning both the.AIG and interviewing skills must be introduced and understood before
it can be applied in practice.

Some suggestions for managing large-group concept-building sessions are:

Be well prepared before delivering the session. Re% iew the Trainee's
Manual and the Trainer's Manual Guidelines. Have a flip chart ready in
advance (if appropriate).

Make sure everyone is present; inquire about absent participants.

Remember that the mood and tone you convey is contagious. Generate
enthusiasm and energy consistent with your personal style. (Standing and
moving about, as opposed to sitting, is one way to do this.)

Always be aware of the environmentseating arrangement, lighting.
temperature, visibility, etc.and manage it appropriately.

Ask how many participants have completed th,; ..Kling assignments. Use
this as a gauge for the length and style of your presentation. If trainees
have not read the assipment, it might be best to use a mini-lecture with
participation from trainees when appropriate. If trainees have completed
the reading, do not lecture. Initiate a discussion that generates a review of
the material, with questions and answers. (Major points to be emphasired
during presentations are found in the Guidelines for each session.) Par-
ticipants should do most of the talking. Use flip charts. Be sure to sum-
maim main points

Use examples frequently to relate ideas to the trainees' work experiences.
Thc trainees- may also give their own examples, but make sure that these
are consistent with the central idea of the session.

Remember that you are not required to have all the answers. Let trainees
help each other.

Pay attention to nonverbal cues from trainees. If someone looks confused,
initiate a question that may help clarify the matter.

Keep discussion brief and w ithin the time allotted. Small-group practice
will further clarify the concepts.

Lollow the suggestions for videotape presentations in the training Aids
se.ction of Trainer Tips.

Before each large-group acti% ity, summari/e the pro ions acti% hies
and show how they relate to the present material.

.411NOP

Small-Group Practice/Skill Development

s 0%er 50 percent of the training time is spent in small-group practice. Fxperiential learn-
ing is the hot method for Neloping skills: it is one thing to read or hear about or even see a
cimLept in practice; it is quite another to try to do it ourself. The purpose of these small-
group practice exercises is to give trainees an opportunity to "try out" new information and
skills, and to receive feedback on their behas ior. l'ach small group should be composed of
the same people t hroughout the ,:ourse,



Most of the exercises in Sessions 2-5 combine the AIG content with interviewing skills
and techniques. It is likely, however, that the emphasis in terms of feedback and the learn-
ing process will shift as the course progresses. The chart below shows the predicted direc-
tion of the change in emphasis.

Interviewing
Skills

AIG

Introducing
the

nterview

Readiness
(AIG)

Session 2

Developing
the

Interview

Relationships
(AIG)

Session 3

Dealing with
Interviewer's

Feelings/
Attitudes

Rationality
(AIG)

Terminating
the

Interview

Resources
(AI(3)

Session 4 Session 5.

.1' he reason for this change in emphasis is twofold:

Initially, the participants will be learning to use the AIG. Its structure,
rationale, and subsections are unfamiliar and, therefore, its credibility
with the participants is not established. To facilitate the learning process,
trainees will need to become familiar with the guide and its use.

The interviewing skills are developed in a cumulative fashion. Practice will
require integrating skills and information from each previous exercise.
The content of the AIG changes, hut the structure of the guide does not.
As participants learn to use the AKi, they can shift their attention to the
more difficult task of guiding the interview process. (A caveat: This
change in emphasis may not always occur. The skill level and experiences
of participants, combined with their receptivity and the quality of the
trainer's guidance, are the crucial factors. The predicted direction of
change is presented as an aid to the trainer in understanding and managing
the small-group process.)

l'he following section gives tips on monitoring and managing various parts of the small-
group skill-development activities. The techniques and procedures suggested in this section
are designed to improve skill development. You should choose and utiliie techniques and
exercises with that goal in mind.

Set ti ng t he Tone

[he tone set during the first small-group session is a crucial factor in the group's develop-
ment. Both trainer and trainee recogniie that they will he working together for the majority
of the course, and will probably he "checking one another out." Since a large-group in-
troduction exercise has previously occurred, another warm-up exercise is not encouraged.
Rather, trainers and group inemb,!rs need onlv introduce themselves again. You should

21



then lead a discussion focusing on the trainees' expectations and agendas for the group, for
the training, and for themselves. If the trainees' expectations are different from the objec-
tives of the training program, spend some time in establishing more congruent expectations
and reinforcing the points made in the course introduction. (The small-group introduction
should also include an agreement with trainees about time commitments, supervisor-floater
entry, feedback, and the training environmentsmoking breaks, and other miscellaneous
issues related to the physical comfort of the participants.)

It is of utmost importance that you clarify your role in and expectations of the course
with the trainees. Although the group members are generally responsible for their own
learning, you have the responsibility of facilitating and guiding that learning. This point
should be mrde early in the training; the group will then be prepaed to accept your direc-
tion within the framework of the task. Trainers and trainees often view strong, directive
group leaders negatively, but the training design requires systematicand structured skill
development; it is essential that particular activities occur at specific points in the training
process. As the trainees acquire skills and learn techniques for effective exploration and
dear feedback, the group leader can relinquish some responsibility for guiding the group,
and trainees can accept more responsibility. However, it is wrong for you to give the im-
pression that ,you are totally flexible and open to all group agendas; failure to clarify this
fact is destructive to tho group. Your honesty and clarity lay a foundation for establishing
trust, which is essential to the group process, and for modeling behavior that is desirable on
the part of the trainees.

Once a positive learning environment has been established, varying degrees of warmth,
self-disclosure and discovery, risk-taking, excitement about the learning process, skill
development, and support among group members and the trainer will occur: Although a
positive climate usually produces positive feelings and behavior, you should manage the
group's dynamics so that they do not distract from learning and skill building.

Pacing, and Letting Trainees Train

People have different rates of learning. As a trainer, you must be constantly aware that
%OM people learn faster than others. During your early interaction with the group you
should be able to tell which trainees are the most receptive, and, to an extent, which will
learn the fastest. You should be able to mentally rank the group members (from one to six)
in terms of their rate of learning a particular skill. If you focus your a.tention on the top
person in the group, you risk moving too fast and leaving the group behind. On the other
hand, focusing on the slowest person in the group risks moving too slowly and losing the
group's inter.st.

rry to pace the learning rate slightly above the mean of the group; do not be overly con-
cerned if everyone is not at the same spot at exactly the same time. When the top person
catches on, y.ou can then focus on member number two, then number three and so on. Ask
those who understand to help explain the concept% in their own words to those who seem
confused. When everyone is involved in the teaching-learning process, you avoid setting
%ourself up as the person who has all the right answers all the time. You can learn by ktting
ot hers teach .

I nt roducing t he kercises

At the beginning of each small-group meeting, restate the content areas of the AK; and
inter% iewing skilk being developed. Answer any questions that grew out of the large-group
concept-building activity. After thk question period, discuss how each ewrcise rdates to
the session's goals and content, and to the appropriate portion of the Trainee's Manual.
Before beginning an exercise, clearly describe the traineCs tasks during and after the exet-
ciw. rhis k especially important because some trainees will be ;ten% e and others will he
obsering and preparing to give feedback. Whenever feedback foi or handouts ate used,
the trainees should haw ample time to read them and ask questions. r rainees should ako
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know hoW long each exercise will take. Be sure to check the group's understanding of the in-

structions. Usually, when a training exercise "bombs" it is because somebody
misunderstood what he was to do. To avoid this, ask a participant to tell you his task(s).
Repeat this for as many different trainees as there are various roles in the exercise (example:
interviewer, client, observer and feedback person).

Simulations Using Client Sketches

Three small-group practice sessions call for a simulated interview that uses client sketches
(see Appendix 189, Handouts). In this type of exercise, one participant is the interviewer,
another the client; the rest of the group is responsible for feedback. You should choose two
client sketches that will be used in the simulated interviews. The most appropriate and easily
acted out sketches should be chosen,.pmferably one of a male and one of a female. The per-
son who plays the client will. receive the client sketch that summarizes the client's personali-

ty and personal data. The sketch will only be used during the first interview with the client.
Afterwards, the next person to portray the client will build apon the previous portrayal
(unless additional information is needed, in which case you should use your judgment about
when and how to insert that information). The first interviewer will receive the Client
Sketch, Intake Summary form (see Handouts) only. Succeeding interviewers may also use
this summary and build upon the information gathered in previous interviews.

By the time this exercise is conducted there will be More trust and cohesion in the group
than when it first met. Nevertheless, you may need to deal with trainee anxiety about role
playing.

Although you need not choose the hest "actors" to play interviewer and client, you
should choose individuals you think will demonstrate a successful interact;on. It is impor-
tant to note that you should choose the actors. If you call for volunteers, y ill not only give
up your leadership responsibility, but you may end up with an eager pair of volunteers who

are the worst in the group. Select trainees who have the potential for portraying a successful

interactionone that will clearly demonstrate the points being made and provide a spring-
board for discussion.

At the end of each simulation, allow time for completion of the feedback forms. Then re-
mind trainees of the rules of feedback and begin the feedback process. After thc feedback
session, allow time for all group members to take notes on the interaction, just as though
they were taking notes on an interview in the work setting. The client sketch will be
developed in succeeding interviews based upon the notes from the previous interviews.

Feedback

Feedback will he most effective if all participants share the same understanding of the
purpose, limits, and specific objective of the feedback. During the first small-gioup
meeting, participants should discuss and agree upon the guidelines that ey will use lo
thei.- feedback to each other. You may want to use the suggestions in this section, or
develop your own operating procedures. In any case, it is imperative that some rules and
principles be established; otherwise, the feedback sessions will become amorphous, pur-
poseless rap sessions that do not enhance learning or create a climate condu,:ive to practic-
ing new skills. Fherefore, feedback related to the task should

incorporate both posve and negatke aspects of the person's beim% ior

during the practice session;

gke specific clear esamples of behaNior t ecent ohser %et':

describe the person's twilit% tor and its el t cos (it should not threaten or
judge turn as a per son);
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be che):ked with other members of group to test its validity;

be related to behavior that the person can be expected to change;

be delivered succinctly, honestly, and with genuine feeling.

The feedback process is used not only during small-group exercises, but also throughout
the training program. Be aware that you are a giver of feedback and a model for par-
ticipants. Encourage feedback from the participants about the course and about the
management of the training process.

The small-group simulated-interview exercises include a handout for each.session (2-5) to
be used after the interactions. These handouts are guides for feedback. Manage the feed-
back process as follows:

Ask the interviewer to provide feedback on himself.

Ask the "client" to give feedback.

Ask other group members to give feedback.

Give your own feedback.

Using the feedback forms as a guide, encourage group members to give at least one
positive and one negative comment about the interviewer's use of the A1G and his inter-
viewing skills. Encourage them to be specific, not to repeat one another, and to cite ex-
amples. You may then want to use the same sequence for feedback discussed abo e in the
section on staff interaction. The matrix below depicts this sequence.

Specific

General

1

3

2

4

1-4 indicates

onkr Qf comments

The key in this feedback round is to keep feedback brief, but useful to the interviewer.
Avoid getting into intricate issues of counseling style; rather, focus on the interviewing
skills being learned. Avoid a lengthy discussion of the client's dynamics. Feedback is for the
interviewer. (The client's dynamics should be summarized at the end of the feedback time,
after participants have completed their notes on the interview.) Avoid "answering" the
feedback form; use this merely as a guide for implementing feedback.

Closing the Small-Group Meeting

At the end of each small-group meeting, you should initiate a discussion of new informa-
tion and new skills acquired by the trainees. Allow each trainee to tell what he has learned.
the discussion should be related to the activities, exercises, and the training objectives of
each session. You may want to rephrase the trainees' statements more concisely or in a
manner that imy be communicated clearly to the larger group.

At least one point from each exercise should he discussed and summari/ed on a flip chart
to provide a tool to be used in the next large-group summary-integration meeting, and to
emphasiie t he major points. Before ending the small group, one member should he
designated to report to the large group. Try to select a different trainee as a reporter each
time in order to give everyone a chance to participate.

Managing and Monitoring the Group Process: General Tips

litnage time. t Ise a %satch or sit %s it hip sight ot a clock,



Reinforce trainee behavior that demonstrates acquisition of skills or good
use of feedback receivedeither nonverbally with nods, smiles, or verbal-
ly with acknowledgement.

Use and encourage examples, but beware of digressions.

keep the group focused on the task at hand.

Let trainees teach one another.

Model the Aills being taughtmake good use of open-ended questions to
focus discussion, etc.

Make the environment conducive to learning by encouraging note taking,
asking questions.

Make sure jargon or language used is understood by all participants.

Manage the group to allow equal time for all participants to contribute. Be
aware of and manage those trainees who are always the first or the last to
speak.

Integration of Material Learned

The last 30 minutes of Sessions 2-4 are intended to be used for summarizing and in-
tegrating the concepts taught in each session, and for providing a connection to the next ses-
sion. All small groups should convene in the large group for this integration sessioe.

This process serves several purposes. First, it concludes the work of the session by sum-
marizing and highlighting the important points and gives the participants one last op-
portunity to discuss these points. New information and skills will be most successfully ap-
plied by participants in their work setting if all questions are resolved and learning gains are
rein forced .

Second, Vie integration-summary period gives the small grog/is an opportunity to share
their experiences with one another. Thus, participants may benefit from the experiences of
members of all groups.

Third, reviewing and clearly stating material learned thus far makes it easier to tie this in-
formation to the work of the next session. You should show how the forthcoming session
relates to the work completed, and give the reading assignment for the next session's work.

As the trainer who leads the discussion, you should post the flip charts (from the smell
groups) where everyone can read them. Each speaker should then read and explrin the
chart, answering any questions that may be raised.

Then initiate a group discussion by. asking such questions as:

What kinds of observations do you have about the learning (Inman to
each small group?

.you surprised by anything?

Do Son We anS011iTences it: emphasis or in conclusions?

How dkl .vou frel about .vour experiences in /fracticing the interviewing
skills and the use of the AIG?

Once the discussion has begun, your responsibility is to reinforce and emphasire the ma-
or points made during the session, and to answer questions. Your job is to clarify what is
being said, and to locus the discussion on the conceptual framework the participants are

28



The last five minutes of this large-group meeting should be devoted to

describing the focus of the next session's activity, and its relationship to
previous work:

giving the reading assignment for the next session;

checking to see if theie arq any concerns related to the overall training pro-
gram (example: Are there enough chairs in the small-group rooms?):

checking to see if there are any announcements or messages that should be
shared wish the large group (example: Some of us are getting together for
dinner at Joe's restaurant. Anyone who wants to come should meet here
right after this session breaks up.).

SUMMARY
1%

This chapter was intended to provide you with general tips and hints on large- and small-
group-process management. You may want to implement some or all of these during the
course of training. The chapter that follows, Trainer (;uitklines is intended to provide
you with a more detailed, step-by-step discussion of each session. It may, therefore, be
used and frequently referred to during your delivery.

We suggest that you review this chapter after you read the first session of the guidelines.
This will help you integrate gtheral process suggestions with more specific details.

24)



CHAPTER THREE
TRAINER GUIDELINES
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TRAINER GUIDELINES

INTRODUCTION

The trainer guidelines that follow are intendedtto give the trainer a more detailed account
of !lie mechanics, logistics, and techniques that may be useful in deliyering this course.
(iuidelines for each session appear in the following format:

I. Session overview

2. Sosion schedule

3. Method of presentation speedie ji)r each activity

a. Concept buildinglarge group
1) Demonstration videotape

2) Discussion

b. Skill buildingsmall group
The practice exercise,

c. Integration of learninglarge group

These guidelines are intended to provide the trainer with as much information as
necessary to deliver this course effectively and smoothly. The amount of detail may suggest
a mechanistic or cookbook approach to training. This is onlhwertially true. Guidelines are
written within tW eonceptual framework of the course design .dnd are-consistent with the
develoomental learning theory upon which the course is KIM. That is, concept liuilding
followed by practice followed by integration of learning and so on. The guidelines are laid
out so that they may provide the trainer with a quick and ready reference during.training.
The previous chapter, Trainer Tips, should be reviewed by the trainer prior to each session
since it is frequently referred to in these guidelines.

Some of the mechanics and techniques of managing the large and small groups come
from the experiences of other trainers. Some of these, then, may be modified according to
the trainer's own level of experience and training style. More than likely, the inexperienced
trainer or the trainer who is delivering the course for the first time may want to follow the
guidelines closely with only occasional departures. The more experienced trainer, par-
ticttlarly .one who has delivered the course more than once, may wish to experiment more
freely with modifications in techniques and exercises.

We recommend tairly close adherence to the suggested times. Participants' feedback
during the field trials indicated that the most effective learning took place during the small-
group simulation exercises. Thus, the trainers are encouraged to keep the large-group
presentations within the suggested time frames so that time is not taken from the small-
group work. Whenever possible, the large-group activities may be less than the suggested
times in order to allow for more small.group work. During the small-group work, each par-
ticipant should he actively engaged in the exercises as either a client, an interviewer, or an
observer. In general, the trainer's presentations should be brief and to the point. Similarly,
instructions to participants during the small-group activities should be clear, concise, and to
the point.

At the end of each guideline section you should note instances where you departed from
the suggested guidelines. Similarly, you may want to note techniques or processes that
worked particularly well ot were unsuccessful. In either cent, this manual is intended as
both a training aid and as a workbook for the It inner during the course of delis cry.
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Session 1

OVERVIEW
COUR E INTRODUCTION

I. Goals
A.To begin the course by completing administrative and testing procedures

B. To give an overview of the major concepts of the course: the MG and interviewing
skills

II. Objectives

By the end of this session, each trainee should be able to

A.Identify at least four psychological concepts described in the overall rationale and
introduction to the chapter, Assessment Interviewing Guide

II: List the four major content areas of the AIG

C. Identify at least three characteristics of an interview, for example,

1. Type Of communication process

2. Contains objectives

3. Has a structure

D.Describe the purpose of conducting an assessment interview, for example,

I. Eliciting client information

2. Planning treatment

3. Satisfying Federal funding criteria

Ill. Reading Assignment: Trainee's Manual
A.AIG pp. 14

B. Interviewing Skills pp. 51-52

I V. Handouts

A.Pretests and answer sheets (one per trainee)

B. Trainee's Manual and schedule (if not done previously)



SCHEDULE

4

Session I

3 1 /2 hours total

I. Introduction to training large group 90 minutes

A.Greeting (5 minutes)

B. Pretest (45 minutes)

C.Getting-acquainted exercise (40 minutes)

II. Introduction to Assessment Interviewing for Treatment Plan-
ninglargegroup 70 minutes

A.Course overview (10 minutes)

/ ,
B. The Assastizent Interviewing Guide

i
(20 minutes)

I (Break) (10 minutes)

1
C.Discussion (30 minutes)

t

/111. Overview of interviewing skillslarge group 50 minutes

A.The interview

B.Discussion

C.Linkages and assignments

:38

(20 ninutes)

(20 minutes)

(10 minutes)



SSsion I

METHOD OF PRESENTATION

1. Introduction to training 90 minutes

A .Greeting

I. Facility host or trainer welcomes participants to training

2. Distribute sehedule and discuss it briefly

3. Describe or answer questions related to logistics, such as:

a. Orientation.to training facility

b. Eating arrangements

c. How trainees-get phohe messages during training

B. Pretest (45 minutes)

I. Briefly describe the purpose of testing
Example:The purpaw of this pretest is to assess the knowledge
.vou n1 possess,- so that we am compare this with jwhat ou
have le rned after training (using the libsttest given at the end
o the course). We are not interested in individual results, but
rather in the change in the group as a whole. This is one 'way
that we get .feedback on ourselves. The course is designed to
meet a 'set of objectives that are specified in your Trainee's
Manual. If you do well as a grbttp, we will be pleased that we
have helped you to meet tlw objectives. If there is not a
significant change, we must assume that you already knew the
material, br that we are lousy trainers . . . lane. ,the smres
are confidential and will not go anywhere (to supervisors, etc.).
You may get your own results if you like by checking with

'name person at the end of the murse.

2. Pass out tests and ansWer sfieet4s

3. Give instructions

a. It ork quietly and quickly

h. Select what you think is the best answer (additional in-
structions: see Evaluation section of this manual)

4. Collect tests at appropriate time and p, ss out manuals

C.(;etting-acquainted exercise

. Choice of exercise should depend upon si/e .of group and
trainer comfort with managing instructions; for example, some
options include
a. Paire(/ Introduction Interview

1 ) Ask trainees to pair up w it h someone they do not know
sery well or would like to know better

2) Since this course is concerned w ith inters less ing, each per-
son should spend three to four minutes inters ism ing h i s

respect ive partner

34)
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3) Each person, then, meets and gets to know one other per-
son, and in turn, introduces Ili., rartner to the group based
upon what he learned in the interviev

4) Allow four minutes for each interview (or eight minutes
per pair) and one to two minutes for each introduction to
large group

b. Name Chain

1) Participants sit in large circle

2) Trainer begins by stating his name

3) The person to his right repeats the trainer's name and says
his own name

4) The next person in the circle repeats the Irainer's
the name of the person to his left, and says his own name

5) Repeat the process around the circle

h) You Tay add to this exemise by going around the circle
with sentence completions such as / am interested in

I am the best

2. Trainers should participate in exercise 4.

3. Observers ana nonparticipants should be introduced and role
explained (see Trainer Tips, The Training Team)

II.: Introduction to Asse%sment Interviewing for Treatment Planning

A.Course overview

Major.points to he emphasized in this ledure-discussion are

I. The course objectives and where they are met in the schedule

2. The use of assessment interviewing as a tool tb elicit important
client information and as an activity to achieve good.treatment
planning

3. The requirements of the Federal funding. criteria and the
relationship of assessment interviewing to them; criteria

4. 1 he simultaneops learning of intervieWing and MG concepts,
withQupportive areas such as case histories, confidentiality,
etc.

S. I he methodotogy and training activities trainees can expect to
experience

6. I he norms and expectations for the training and learning en-
%ironment

Refer to I rilinee's anual Introduction; framer's Alwmal ['miner
ips (Sefton; the lime and Eypectiltionq

I.°
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B. The AssessmentInterviewing Guide

Most important information,to be emphasized in Mk session

1. The fact that all clients are different, with various life ex-.
periences, personalities, needs, and reasons for usinA drugs and
coming to treatment

2. The distinction between clients whose reasons for using drugs
are motivated by external pressures and those whose conflivts
are primarily internal

3. The relationship between.* the unique characteristics of each
client and the tt eatment plan

4. The "4Rs"seeflip chart outline

a. What they are

b. How they are defined

c. Why they are important to explore

5. The MGhow it will be meg during the courseAsk trainees to
look at the tan pages in their manuals while you describe the
AIC

Refer to the Rationale sections of AIG in the Trainee's Manual for
additional content.

IP
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Session 1

SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Assessment Interyiewing Guide

R eadiness

R elationships

R ationality

R esourees

4 :1



C.Discussion

1. Have trainees relate client assessment and treatment planning
to their individual situations

2. Structure discussion around presently used:

a. Intake procedcres

h. Assessment questionnaire(s)

c. Psychometric tests

d. Interview techniques

e. Treatment planning forms and procedures

3. Ask trainees to describe what they like or ,dislike about their
present procedures

a. How do they see the AIG fitting with what they already do?

b. How does it fit with what they would like to do?

4. Ask trainees to describe why they think treatment plans are
useful or useless

5. Relate the presence or lack of effective assessment of clients
to success or failure of treatment planning and imple-
mentation

Session 1

(30 minutes)

th cr ie% olIntcr % lot ing skills large group 50 minutes

A. [he interview (20 minutes)

Alost important information to be emphasized in this proentation

1. Various types of interview situations, for example, talk show,
counseling, etc. (May be brainstormed by trainees and recorded
on a flip chart or simply called out from the participant group)

2. I hc difference between the interview as it is used in conjunction
w it h the AIG and other interview situations -

3. [he difference between interviewitii and counseling (In this
context, -therapeutic" refers to establishing a relationship of
confidence and trust. It does not refer to therapy, meaning
treatment I

4. Participants should use their experience and try to identify
. words or phrases that define an interviewrecord these on a
flip chart

Relate trainee data to the basic components listed on the sug-
gested flip chart that follows

a. Clear up any misperceptions Or questions as each charac-
teristic is discussed

h. \lake sure that the Once ohlectis es listed under -purpose
ate understood

tt



Session I

6. The difference between the focused interview and other types of
interviews

a. As each type of interview is being explained, ask participants
to identify experiences they have had with each type

b. Use these experiences to discuss the advantages and disad-
ntages of each type

c. E phasize the use of the focused interview in this course,
and the rationale for this structure

7. The interview process

a. Introductory, development, and termination stages

b. How these relate to what will be learned in Al f P course

Note:
Since this unit is the last activity q Session I, participants will have
been sitting in a large group with basically a lecture format for over
two hours. Therelbre, encourage a discussion with participants-icon-
cerning each of the main teaching points listed above.

Refer to Trainee's Manual, Interviewing Skills.

l I.
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Session I

tharacteristics of the Interview

I. Communications process: face-to-face verbal intercnange

2. Purpose/Subobjectives:.

a. Informaapn gathering

b. Diagnostic*.assessment

c. Therapeutic

3. Strucutre

1.1



Session I

SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

f. The focused interview

2. Standardized interview

3. Unstandardiied interview

Types of interviews

I . Introductory stage

2. Development stage

3. Termination

The, interview Process

47-



13. Discussion

1. Allow time for participants to a0; other questions related to
anything discussed so far

2. Ask participants about their interviewing experiences

a. What generally happens. the first time you sit down with a
client?

b. Do you consciously keep a flow in mind for the interview?

c. Ifow do ou see interviewing and counseling being similar?
DOI:ern?

C.I.inks and assignments

I. summarize the session so far, i.e., exploration and intro.-
duction to course, MG, interviewing

2. Explain the content and process for Session 2

3. Explain the use of the manual and give reading assignments;
emphasize the importance of reading before each session, and
the responsibility of each participant for enhancing his learning
process

4. Emphasize again the importance of being on time for sessions

S. P, ovide an opportunity for final Question%

6. Assignment: Introducing the Interview and Readiness,
Trainee's Manual pp.53 and 5

Session 1

(10 minutes)



SESSION 2
INTRODUCING THE INTERVIEW

AND
CLIENT READINESS



SESSION OVERVIEW
INTRODUCING THE INTERVIEW

AND
CLIENT READINESS Session 2

I. 'Goals

A. To ozlevelop the trainees' interviewing skills so that they can effectively conduct the
introductory interview

B. To facilitate the trainees' understanding of the rationale for th9 questions usedin
Content Area 1, Readiness, of the Al

ir. Objectives

By the end of this s n, trainees will be able to

A. Demonstra kills in initiating the interview

I. Ma 0. wvrsonal introductions

eadiag rnIport-building conversation

Clarifying roles

4. Explaining the purpose of the interview

Setting expectations

Listening and observing

Explaining confidentiality

B. Iden fy at least two psychological concepts described in the rationale section on
t he ch s readiness for treatment; for example, why it is important

I . To assess the client's readiness for treatment

2. To make a distinction between internal and external pressures that brought the
client to treatment

C. Identify at least two subareas within Readiness

1. What brought the client to treatment?

2. What brought the client to this program?

3. Has the client Had previous drug or other treatment experiences?

D. Identify at least one question the counselor may use within each subarea

1.11. Reading Assignment

A. Introducing the Interview, Interviewing Skinv p. 53

B. Readiness, Content Area I of the AIG, p.5

IV. Handouts

Process Observation Feedback From I ( I per trainee), p. 481 in Appendices of thk
manual.

b Q
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SCHEDULE

Concept building large group

A. Mini-lecture: Introducing the,Interview

B. Mini-lecture: Readiness

4. C. Demonstration videotape (related to A & B above)

D. Discussion

II. Skill Development small group

A. Introduction to small-group work

B. Rou d-robin exercise: Introducing the Interview

C. Rou -robin exercise: Readiness

(Break)

D. Interview simulation in triads

E. Discis-sion and summary of learning

III. Integrotion of learning large group

A. Reports from sMall groups

B. biscussion of learning reported above

C'. Linkages and assignment

Session 2

3 1/2 hours total

1 hour

(15 minutes)

(15 minutes)

(10 minutes)

(20 minutes)

2 hours

(5 minutes)

(20 minutes)

(20 minutes)

(15 minutes)

(45 minutes)

(15 minutes)

341:ninnies

(15 minutes)

(10 minutes)

(5 minutes)



METHOD OF PRESENTATION

I. Concept building large group

A. Introducing the Interview

Most important information to be emphasized during this presenta-
tion

Session 2

1 hour

(15 minutes)

1. The initial interview sets the tone for remaining interviews

2. The interviewer should be clear in his own mind what he wants
to accomplish during the interview

3. The purpose of the interview (gathering information about the
client in o.der to develop a realistic tfeatment plan) should be
made clear to the client

4. Explanation of expectations and confidentiality should be
brief, clear, and'concise

5. The interviewer should do whatever he believes necessary to put
both himself and the client at ease and to facilitate conducting a
focused interview

Refer to Trainee's Manual pp. 53-54 for additional content to he
covered.

A
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Session 2

...,"

SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Introducing the Interview

Preparation for the interview

1. Review of content and goals of this interview

2. Review of client data

3. Room preparation

Initiating the interview

I. Making personal introduction

2. Leading rapport-building conversation

3. Clarifying role

a 4.. Explaining the purpose of the interview,
S. Setting expectations

6. Listening and observing

7. Explaining confidentiality

-,
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Session 2

B. Content Area 1: Readiness (15 minutes)

Most'important information to he emphasized during this presenta-
tion

1. Assessment of the client's readiness for treatment is a vital
step In the development of a treatment plan

2. Differentiation between internal and external pressures may
be an indication of the client's motivationPt°

3. Client expectations of treatment and treatment modality are
another critical dimension of readiness

4. Client's previous drug treatment experience or other treat-
ment experiences may influence his current readiness for
treatment

5. Assessment of previous treatment experiences may help
counselor avoid some future conflicts with client

6. The nature of the support for the client's decision to enter
t reatment is important

Content area for the flip`ehart on be Pond in the 1G, pp. 103-103.

7)7)
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SUGGESTED FLU' CHART OUTLINE

,/
Session 2

Readiness

1. What brought the client to treatment?

2. What brought the client to this program?

3. Has the client had previous drug or other treatment experiences?

%

/

l
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41) C. Demonstration videotape (10 minutes)

Suggested introduction to the tape:

The demonstration videotape shows one way the interviewer
. may, question the client in each of the four content areas. The

brief tape is only.seven to eight minutes long and is just a portion
of a much longer series of interviews. You are to view the tape,
keeping in mind that this is only a domonstration of one way in
which the focused interview may be conducted. Observe both the
interviewer's line of questioning and the client's responses to the
questioning. This particular videotape serves another important
purpose in this course in that the client on the tape becomes the
client for everyone in the group. By the end of Session 5, you will
have seen the last videotape thal shows this client. You will then
he asked to fill out the Behavioral Assessment Inventory on the
client an the A lG). In Session 6 you will be provided with addi-
tional interview notes that the interviewer wrote about the client.
Since you will he asked to prepare a case history and then a treat-
ment plan for the client based on this videotape, note takint; is
suggested.

Session 2

D. Disc.-iiSsion of the videotape

Suggested questions

I. What did you learn about the client's readiness for treatment?

2. What were your impressions of the client?

3. How much do you think the client revealed about herself?

4. Did the questioning stick to the twic at handreadiness?

S. What did you learn about interviewing?

6. Were you able to klentify the interviewing skills covered in this
session?

7 . Did you identify any elements in du, interview that violate the
interviewing skills taught earlier in this session?

8. What would you do differently?

9. if 'hat additional questions would you ask?

Note:,
During the discussion of the videotape, you should neither become
defensive about the demonstration you just observed, nor should
j'014 unnecessarily feed into negative criticisms Qf the demonstratitm.
Nther (if these approaches may interfere with the overall learning
process. If the trainees feel strongly (either positively or negatively)
about the demonstration, the trainer should try to brainstorm with
participants on both positive and negative aspcos of tke demfmstra-
tion.

(20 minutes)



Use the space below for notes:
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II. Skill development small group

Note:
This is the first small-group meeting. Therefore, the trainer's goals
in this session are twolidd

A. To introduce and structure the small-group experience so that
participants understand and value thi:small-group activity

B. To guide the participants through thc practice exercises that are
aimed at meeting the objectives in the interviewing skills and
A1G content areas

In meeting these goals, trainers should (11-1 note and begin to
ntamige the general group-process issu . not will influence the
quality qf the work accomplished in the e Aessions. Small groups will
remain constant throughwu the practice units, so this management
process will be ongoing, but it is most important in the first small-
group meeting. (See Trainer Tipshr additional information.)

Session 2

2 hours

A. Introduction to small-group work (5 minutes)

I. Begin by introducing yourself; ask each participant to in-
troduce himself for the purpose of learning names (Be brief
since group introductions took place in Session I)

2. Explain that small group activitks are desiined to:

a. Provide practice in using the AIG and interviewing skills

b. Provide an opportunity for asking questions and further
clarifying the course content

3. Describe the factors necessary to achieve this purpose

a. Active participation in the exercises by all members

b. Honest -- .n feedback among members

c. Completio of any assigned reading prior to group
meetings

4. Address quest_ions or comments on small-group purpose and
process, making sure expectations are clear

B. Round-robin exercise: Introducing the Interview (20 minutes)

1 The next 20 minutes should he reserved for review and practice
of the componen; of an effect i% e introduction to the interview

2. I earning these components involves three steps:

a. Kemenhering the components ("recall"): refer to Inter-
twwing Skillv and mini-lecture s ideotape

h. 1 esting: rehearsing %says of phrasing the arious questions
and statements: 1loss does yoqr explanation of confiden-
tiality WlInd ss hen you actually say it out loud (as opposed
to simply rex iewing it in your head)?

111



Session 2

c. Getting feedback and revising interviewing' techniques and
approach

3. Explain the exercise

a. The task is to practice all the components of an effective in-
troduction for an interview

b. You take the role of the client

.c. The participants act as if they were all interviewers, so their
statements and questions should build on one another

4. Re'vlew the steps involved in beginning the interview

a. Ask participants to name each step and make a list on the
flip chaEto

b. Include: greetings, setting tone, clarifying role, stating pm-
pose, discussing confidentiality, setting expectations, lis-
tening, and observing

5. Use your own age, sex, race, etc., to introduce yourself in the
role of the client, and use a drug problem that you are famikar
with, emphasizing that this is your first experience with treat-
ment

6. Begin thssimulation by introducing yourself

7. Participants respond as interviewers

a. The first participant may say Hello, my name is
Have a wat here and let me explain what ou; meeting is all
about.

h. The next participant continues with a few mure introduc-
tory sentences

c. Each participant should say no more than two or threg
sentences

d. continue around the circle until participants feel all com-
ponents of file introduction have been covered

e. You should behave as you inutgine a client would: ask ques-
tions, be responsive when remarks are helpful, resistant if
remarks are det ract ing, t hreatening. etc.

F. Process should last no longer than 10 minutes

S. After 10 minutes, provide fee td<ck to group: cite components
that u ere omitted, provide suggestions, criticism, praise

a. 1.ncourage the group to ask questions

b..Ask group members to criticisefach other \ remarks

c. slake sure that your feedback is consistent %itli the teed
hack principles gi% en in trainer's Tip%

611
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C. Round-robin exercige: Readiness 4 (20 minutes)

1. During the next 20 minutes,' you should review the kinds of
questions to be asked in the Readiness section of the A1G

2. On the flip chart, recorethe trainees' recollections of the
subareas of the Readiness content area What brought the client
to treatment? What brought the client to this program? Ns the
client had previous drug or orner treatment experiences?

3. Agk participants to phrase two questions for each of the three
areas (without using the Al(;)

4. Explain, thaT this exercise will be identical in format to the
previous exercise but the purpose will be to practice asking
questions related to Readiness

a. The client role (yours) remains the same

b. Participants ask questions one at a time, no more than two
questions per participant per turn

c. Allow 10-15 minutes for the exercise

S. Provide feedback to participants and facilitate their providing
feedback to each other with such question., as: ,

a. Were there any questions asked that were not appropriate
to the Readiness area?

h. What questions related to subarea A? subarea 13? subarea
C?

c. What questions did you particularly like?

d. Were there any questions that seOned to be difficult for the
client to answer?

. What have you learned from this exercise?

f. Summariie major teaching points

(Break) (15 minutes)

D. Intervieu simulation in triads (45 minutes)

I Fsplain that the previous two exercises were designed to
prepare participants for their msn role plays /n this exercise.
the quevlion relaled 10 the introduction and the Readiness Se-
:;(),I. Will be applicable

2. lk sure that everyone understands that this is a cofrulensed \er-
sion of Ow inter. ios , that the actual intt.rvios process uould
probably take at least an how

3. 1.splain that the purpose of this eset cise k imply to pros tde
ptactice in the introduction to the inlet %ios and in asking titles
lions related to Readiness



4. Pass out the Process Obseivation Feedback Form found in the
Appendix on p. 181 .(one for each participant) and review it; .
stress the importance of making notes when comments are re-
quested

54 Explain that the group will be divided into two groups of three;
roles will rotate as follows:

a. Participant A: interviewerprocess observerclient
b. Participant B: clientinterviewerprocess observer

c Participant C: process observerclientinterviewer'
d. Each participant will assume all three roles

6. Review the Client, interviewer, and process observer roles

a.-Show how each participant will assume all three roles,over
the next 45 minutes (That is, each triad will do three in-
troductions of 15 minutes each 10 minutes for the inter-
view, 5 minutes for feedback

b. Answer any questions about the process at this point

e. Divide the participants into two groups of three and rear-
range the room as needea

7. The client ahd interviewer roles:

a. Explain that the client role is similar to the one you played
during the previous exercise

b. Thc client should, however, be of the type seen in.the pro-
gram the interviewer comes from

c. The interviewer assumes he is in his usual work environ-
ment

d. Before beginning the interaction, the interviewer must state:
I work in a program, whose clients have
mostly (mention characteristks.)

c. The participant playing the client then assumes the role of
this type.of client

8. The process observer role:

a. Tell participants that when they take the process observer
role they are responsible for providing five minutes of feed-
back to the interviewer at the end of the interaction

b. The process observer listens silently to the entire interaction
and then fills out the Process Observer Feedback Form 1

c. The process observer should give his completed form to the
inter% iewer he observed at the end of the interaction

d. rhe process observer is also responsible for timing the inter-
% los interaction and feedback to make sure that the total
time is no more than 15 minutes

6:2
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9. Explain that you will observe the groups and answer questrons
Its the interactions are being set up

a. After the interactions are set up your interventions should
be minimal

b. By observing, you will be prepared to summarize major
teaching points, and answer questions in the last 15 minutes
of this exercise

10. Call time at .he end of 45 minutes; allow one to two minutes for
the triads to return to the group circle

E. Discussion and summary Of learning (15 minutes)

I. Ask participants to summarize their experience_and learning:

a. As interviewers

b. As clients

c. As process observers

2. Discuss the summaries

3. Reinforce the importance for the interviewers skills and
prepare participants for further skill development activities

4. Reinforce the importance of the AIG and support its use

5. Answer questions

6. Ask each group to list three of the most important points
learned in this session (all three exercises)

a. R :cord these on a flip chart and ask the group to designate
a spokesman to be prepared to read and explain the points
when the entire large group reconvenes

b. The group may list more than three points, but should star
(*) or otherwise highlight the three they think most signifi-
cant

c. Since reporting to the large groups will occur four more
times (Sessions 3-6), try to designate a different spokesman
each time

Use the space helow for notes:
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ID. Integration of learning large group 30 minutes

A. Reports from small groups (15 minutes)

1. Introduction ati -1 explanation of summary process

a. This is a orie-time explanation; similar units in succeeding
sessions will be conducted in the same manner

b. The trainer can say something.like:

The purpose of this portion of the session is to summarize
what we have just learned in the small-group exercises, and
to try to integrate these points into our own personal style
and our own practice as counselors. Each group may have
learned something different, so perhaps we can learn from
one another. During the discussion, we will summarize the
reports and try to connect them to previous learning and
relate them to activities that will follow. (linkages)

B. Discussion of learning (10 minutes)

1. You should comment on issues that were common as evidenced
on flip charts or in your observations durin the practice

Example:
Many of the interviewers appeared to he struggling to stay in
their role as counselor. Maintaining your role is difficult and
will remain so until you are comfortable with the new inter-
viewing skills you are acquiring. These will enable you to help
your client focus on his problems, and allow you to maintain
control of the interview.

2. Meeting the subobjectives: Focus discussion of the group lists
toward the three subobjectives listed in the Overview of the
lnitrviewing Skills

a. Example: Information Gathering Objective

Did anyone .feel that his group over- or underemphasized
the information-gathering aspect of the interview, either in
tone or content? What was your client!c reaction?

b. Example:Diagnosis and Assessment Objective

Could you as an interviewer reach a conclusion about the
readiness for treatment of any one of your clients?

c. Example; Therapeutic Objective

Did any group have :rouble trying to establish trust and
rapport with their clients while eliciting infiirmation?

C. 1 inkages and assignment (5 minutes)

the next order of business should he to summariie the major
points learned and connect them to pre% ions issues

6.1



2. Then go to the next activity

3. The preparation assignment for the next session; Read
Trainee's Manual

a. Relationships, Rationale and Questions, AIG, pp. 13.24

b. Developing the Interview, interviewing Skills, pp. 55.59

4. Housekeeping details and announcements

a. Ask about total group climate and environment concerns

b. Make any announcements necessary; ask if there are any
from the group

#

/

tit i
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VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPTION*

Uditor'% Note: Smee thew tranwription. were done %villain» limn .11ont1ineou. conver.ations, ibe tua aoi
read a% .moothl!, a. eat et ull written dialogue. I her dote, we hae taken the liberty of adding a wind or pin a.e
w bete it i% nece..ary to ;Jai if the meaning or intent of a .tatement. I hew additions are Mackeied

();
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VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPTION
Session 2

The following series of hur videotapes demonstrates the use qf the four content areas of the Assess-

ment Interviewing Guide and the interviewing skills taught in the course, Assessment Into viewing for
Treatment Planning.

CLIENT READINESS

The .first demonstration illustrates tiw introduction of the interview and questioning from Content
Area I, Readiness.

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Intemiewer:

Client:

Inters tew er:

(lient
Int-rsiewer:

Client:

Intersiesser

Client:

Intersioter:

Client:

Intenieer:
Client:

Intersioser:

Hi, Pam, I'm Bettye Moore, I'm going to be your treatment counselor while
you are here in the treatment program. How are you today?

Ok

Good

Do you mind if I smoke?

No, of course not. We're going to be spending a lot of time together over the
next few weeks talking about why yod are here and what you expect from
treatment. I'm going to be asking you a lot of questions about who you are
and where you've been and where you want to go as a result of being in the
program. Most of what happens here will be between Its, excepi that it will be
shared with people in the prognm who have a need to know to assist me in
planning for your treatment. I'd really like you to be as candid and as open
and share as much as you can with me about your past history and what's go-
ing on in your current life. I'm going to be asking you som&of the same ques-
tions that they asked you in intake, but I need that information as well and I'd
like to have it first hand fr9m you. Do you have any questions, having
experienced the intake interview? Questions about being het e?

Are you the person who approves the methadone?

No, I'm not. The doctor does that. But we'll be talking about it.

The doctor?

Yes. I don't have the authority to approve or disapprove the methadone.
hat 's a curious question, though.

Why?

I'm interested in wh y. you want to know that.

Well, I just wanted to know where in the program it happens.

Oh. I see. That wasn't explained to you during the intake process?

I don't think so.

OK. I'm always curious about w hat brings a person into treatment.
about why you arc here.

I got busted.

You'ie smiling. I low do you ted about being busted?

I 'in. It wasn't so good.

It vit,tt't so good. flow did sou tee!?

hi)
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Client: Ugh! Pretty bad.

Swaiion 2

Interviewer: Badly. I noted on your intake sheet that you are on pr. ,bation. So that being in
the program is one of the conditions of your probation. How are you feeling
about coming in for treatment? /How do you feel about/ being forced to come
in for treatment?

Client: I want to get off drugs.

Interviewer: You do? I noticed also from your intake sheet that you've been on drugs for
about 5 years. Is that correct? Have you tried to kick your habit before?

Client: Yeah, once. Twice.

Interviewer: Twice? Tell me about that. Tell me what happened the first time.

Client: I got pregnant and when I found out I was pregnant, not necessarily the same
thing, and then I tried to get off for the kid. She's real neat; she's three.

Interviewer: What happend? When you tried to get off? You said you tried..

Client: Well, I didn't get all the way off. But I did pretty good.

Interviewer: How did you do it?

Client: With the help of some friends.

Interviewer: Did you go into a treatment program?

Client: Well, I talked to some people and I was there for a while but I didn't stay
there. Another time a friend ODed [overdosed] and that was a little scary,
but . . . .

Interviewer: How did.you do that? How did you try to get off driugs?

Client: [II just tried to quit.

Interviewer: Alone?

Client: No,

Inteniewer: Where did you go?

Client: Nowhere.

Interviewer: How:did you do it, then?

Client: (Sigh) Just did it. It didn't last very long, though.

Interviewer: You said with friends.

Client Yeah, well, Jerry.

Interviewer: And who's Jerry?

Client: Jerry is my boyfriend.

Intervkwer: And Jerry tried ro help you kick the habit and how do you do that, jttst by not
taking drugs or some other way?

Client: No, I got . . . Yeah, just not taking any.

Interviewer: Both times, how long were you able to stay off drugs?

CHent: Well, the first time I was off for about 6 months.

Interviewer: And the second time?

A
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Client: Depends on how you look at it. You know, I mean. . . .

Interviewer: How do you look at it?

Client: Well, for you, a month.

Interviewe'r: For me, a month? I don't understand.

Clknt: What that means is I tried to get off for a month and I ,was probably
off . . . but it took me a month.

Interviewer: To work up to it?

Chent: Yeah.

Interviewer: And so you actually didn't take drugs for a period Gf a week. How did you feel
about doing that?

Client: I'd rather be here.

Interviewer: What does being here mean?

Client: I just don't think just stopping is the way to do it. It just doesn't work.

Interviewer: So how is being here different from just stopping?

Client: Because of the methadone.

Interviewtr: I see. So that's real important to you?

Client: Uh, hsrm.

Interviewer: In your attempts to quit taking heroin. What do you expect will. happen to you
as a result of being in the program?

(Vent: [I'll be able toi get off drugs. '
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SESSION OVERVIEW
DEVELOPING THE INTERVIEW

AND
CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

Session 3

I. Goals

A. To facilitate development of interviewing skills

B. To facilitate the understanding of Content Area 2,. Relationships, of the
Assessment Interviewing Guide

Objectives

By the end of the session, each trainee should be able to

A. Identify at least two 'psychological concepts described in the rationale Section on
client relationships, for example:

I. The importance of assessing the client's capacity for forming lasting relation-
ships

2. The relationship of the client's style of interaction to the treatment process

B. Ideality at least two subareas within Relationships, for example:

I. Closest relationships

2. Family relationships

3. Home Life

4. Inmitutionalization

5. Sexual relationships

6. Group relationships

C. Identify at least one question the interviesker may use to inquire about the
subarea

D. Demonstrate skill in the developmental phase of the interview; that is, in

I . Sustaining a nonjudgmental attitude

2. Elicinng information appropriate to the AIG content area

3. Maintlinin^ trust and rapport by listening and showing interest and by
providing .)lanatory information

111. Reading Assignment
A. Relationships, Content Area 2, AlG, pp. 13-23

B. Developing the Interview, Inteniewing Skills pp 55.59

I V . Handouts
A Process ()hseration Feedback Form 11, 24 copies

B. Client sketches

70



\, SCHEDULE
Session 3

I. Concept building laige group I hour, 10 minutes

A. Interviewing Skills: Developing the Interview (15 minutes)

B. Content Area 2: Relationships (15 minutes)

C. Demonstration videotape (10 minutes)

D. Disucssion (5 minutes)

E. Open-ended question round. (25 minutes)

II. Skill development small group i hour, SO minutes

A. Introduction to role-play practice with client sketches (25 minutes)

(Break) (15 minutes)

B. Interview simulation (60 minUtes)

C. Discussion *and summary of information learned (10 minutes)

III. Integration of learning large group 30 minutes

A. Reports from small groups (15 minutes)

B. Discussion of learning reported above (10 minutes)

C. Linkages and assignments (5 minutes)

7
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION

I. Concept building large group

A. Interviewing Skills: Developing the Interview

Major points to be emphasized during this presentation (con-
centrating now on the developmental phaSe of the interview)

r,
1. Appropriate questions and responses

a. The interviewer should show an accepting, sustaining,
nonjudgmental attitude

b. He should tend toward unbiased information

c. He should be sure questions are relevant to the in-
terview objective

Discum Interviewer Rating Scale

2. Importance of appropriate questions and respopses

a.- Information is obtained from the AIG content area

1): Trust and rapport is maintained because interest is
shown and background information is provided

3. You should note the flexibility of the interviewer and his
need for skill with respect to the interview charcteristics and
use of the MG

Note: This is a large amount of content to be cnvered in 15

minutes. You should he particularly aware of the time and refer
questions from participants to small groups:

B. Content Area 2: Relationships

Refer to areas of inquiry listed on the suggested .17,p chart
outline and in the A1G. pp. 109-113

Session 3

1 hour, 10 minutes

(15 minutes)

(15 minutes)
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Relationships

14 ClOsest relationships

2. Family relationships

3. Client's home

4. I,nstit utionalizat ion

5. Sexual relationships

6. Group relationships
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Rejecting

Interviewer Rating Scales

. .

Acceptance
4

Supporting

5

Biased Unbiased

llnrclated

2

3 4 5

Bias'

3

Relevance
4

Purpose
Related

5

I . Brief

One at a time

3. Simple

4. Specific

5. Immediate esperience

6. Posit i c data

What. hm% s %li

S. Bias to minimum

9. Open -ended

111

Guidelines for Ouestions
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

I. Closed

2. Open

3. Funnel

4. Projective

5. Silent

6. Probing

Types of Questions

Responses

. Situation (content) only

2. Feeling only

3. Sizuation and feeling
AIMMENIIMII114

Noneffective Responses

. Judging, moraliiing

2. Denying feelings, arguing, lecturing

3. Giving advice, solutiO is

4. Playing psychiatrist, overinterprei

5. Digressing, storytelling



C. Demonstration videotape
The guidelincs for watching the videotape are the same as those
in Session 2. The flip chart from Session 2 that lists the viewers'
tasks can be used again in this session.

D. Discussion

The general discussion questions from Session 2 can be used in
this session also. The following are discussion questions
specific to this session:

1. What area(s) of Relationships did the demonstration ex-
plore?

2. How thoroughly did it explore Pam's family relation-
ship?

3. What areas of Relationships were not explored?

4. What did the interviewer do to maintain a non-
judgmental attitude? to elicit unbiased information? to
keep responses relevant to the interview objectives?

5. Did the interviewer's questions conform to the
Guidelines for Questions?

E. Open-ended question round: Simulated Interviewing

Introduce the exercise as practice in forming open-ended
questions, using the Relationships content area of the MG.
(Try to estahlish a "quiz show"as opposed to classroomat-
mosphere.)

I. Conducting the exercise

a. Divide the group into two teams of nine members each

b. One trainer should guide team members in turn and
keep score and another trainer should referee to make
sure that each question.meets the criteria listed below

c. Call time after 15 minutes

d. Allow two minutes for discusskm time

2. 1 he les are similar to spelldown (spelling bee) rules

a. One member of team A begins by asking a question
following these criteria:

1) Question must be open-ended

2) Question must relate to the Relationships content
area

3) It must be a question, not a statement

4) It must be asked in less than 10 seconds

b. I I the member' question meets the criteria, he remains
a tember of ihe team: if not, he is excluded from the
team and cant.ot ask another qutvitni

c. Then team member B asks a question

Session 3

(10 minutes)

(5 minutes)

(25 minutes)
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d. Team members rotate in this fashion until one team has
excluded all members, or until the end of 20 minutes

e. The winning team scores more questions or has more
members left standing

II. Skill development small group 1 hour, 50 minute

A. Introduction to role-p.ay pravtice with client sketches

Refer to Ti diner 1;ps, p.

1 . introdwtion of the exercise

a. The purpose of this exercise is to practice and observe
the process of forming questions as related to the
Relationships content area of the AIG

b. Call for subareas of relationships and list on flip chart
c. Review Develqping the Interview, Phrasing Questions &

Responses

2. Review the Relationships section of A1G, and hanale any
questions related to the Relationships section or to skills in
forming questions and responses

3. Explanation of the exercise

a. Explain that this role-play exercise will be similar to the
previous practice session (Session 2) except for the
following procedures:

I) ('liem sketch will be provided only to the par-
ticipant playing the client to guide him in
developing the character

2) Instead of working in triads, the interviews will take
place in front of the rest of the small group of six

3) Those not involved in the interview will be ob-
serving silently and completing the Process Ob-
servation Feedback Form

4) Role-pla!Ang interviews will last 5 to 8 minutes with
20 minutes for feedback and discussion after each

5) The interviewer should assume the counselor role as
if he were in the program setting and can also
assume that he has seen the client before

4. i.ormation of three groups of si

a. Pass out and review the Process ObsetAation I.cedback
Form

I I Answer any questions about completing it

2) Participants should he inSlructed to take notes
during the interview so that specific feedback can be
in 0% ided

1t2
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b. Consider participants' anxiety about performing in
front of the small group

c. Choose the first pair before the break

(Break) (15 minutes)

d. The role plays should begin

B. Interview simulation (60 minutes)

1. Before each intervfew, restate the purpose of the exercise:
to practice forming questions and responses using the
Relationship content area of the AIG

2. Make sure participants understand their roles

3. Set up the environment so all participants can see the role
play

4. Stress that those observing should focus on the interviewer
primarily, so they will be prepared to give feedback

S. All feedback forms should be given to the interviewer

6. You should ask each participant who observed to give feed-
back and ratings

a. Allow,interviewer to respond to each or ask questions to
clarify

b. Then client should give feedback tainterviewer

c. You should guide participant feedback :o that it is
specific

7. You should be the last group member to give feedback

8. Set up next interyiew

C. Discussion and summary of information learned

1. Ask groups of three to list the three most important points
learned from the entire session

2. Write these on a flip chart

3. Provide the group with general feedback on the overall
learning process

4. Allow final questions or comments

S. The process is the same as that in Session 2

III. integration of learning large group 30 minutes

A. Reports frem small groups (15\inutes)

Refe,r to Session 2, .Section Ill, Part for overview and ex-
planation of process tp. WO.

(10 minuted)

8.
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B. Discussion of learning reported above (10 minutes)

1. You should comment on common issues or common points
learned as noted on flip &arts or from your observations
during practice

Example:
Some interviewers appeared to be speaking the question in
their heads before saying it aloud. This helps clarify your
intention as well as your choice of words. Was that ap-
parent to anyone?

2. Objectives of Session 2, interview techniques

a. Example: Information Gathering Objective

Did you feel that you were not getting at the client's
relationship because of the nature of the questions or
because the responses were not appropriate? What hap-
pened?

b. Example: Diagnostic/Assessment Objective

Were any interviewers observed to be especially good at
eliciting information ,about relationships because of
phrasing and timing techniques? What were some
techniques?

c. Example: Therapeutic Objective

Did any group recognize times when trust between the
interviewer and thcclient broke down? When did this
occur? What were the dynamics at that time?

C. Linkages and assignments (15 minutes)

1. Summarize the major points and connect them to previous
point, learned

2. Assignment: Trainee's Manual

a. Rationality AIG, pp. 25-34

b. The InterviewerA Closer Look, Interviewing Skills,
pp..60-61
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CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

The .4.cond videotape demonstrates questioning from Content .1rea 2, Helationshipx.

Interviewer:

Olent:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Intervieer:

interviewer:

Client:

Session 3

Pam, today I'd like to talk about your family. I'm going to ask you some facts
about your family and also how you feel about some things about your family,
OK?

Fine.

How many children are in your family?

I've got three brothers and a sister.

And are both your parents living with the children?

Um, hum.

You don't live with your family anymore, do you? How do you get along with
your mother and father?

With my mother, OK.

Does that mean that you don't get along OK with your father?

I get along better with him since I moved out.

What was your childhood like?

It was pretty neat.

Could you describe what that means?

It's OK.

I don't know what OK means. What does an OK childhood mean to you?

You know, it's normal and .

Were you happy as a child?

Yes.

Were you happy as an adolescent?

Yeah.

What sort of things in your family situation helped >ou to he happy? Made
you perceive your situation as being happy?

We had a go'od time. You know , v e used to spend summertimes together. %%

used to go out for these vacations, that was a treat.

The whole family?

Yeah.

What sort of things did you do?

Ah, 11e %cat to lakes and went sw imming, st ut f like that . for a w eek or Iwo

at a time.

flow did you g e t along %%Ph vout brothers and sisters as N II ere growing. up?

Fine.

No argtnnent s. lia..le%?

Wcll, I had to punch a tew ot th...m around. hut . . .
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Interviewer:

I nterviewfr:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

!interviewer.

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

Intervie%er:

Client:

Interiewer:

Client:

!men ie%er:

.4
so.

Session 3

Who'ryour favorite sibling?

My younger sister.

How much younger is she?

She's about four years younger than I am.

Were your parents ever separated as you were growing up?

Yeah, they got divorced once.

They were divorced?

Yeah, but they got remarried. It's fine.

How old were you at the time?

Oh, I don't know, I guess I was about 16.

How did you feel about that?

Well, it was really strange. But they got married again, so that's OK.

It was strange 'when they got divorced? It just felt strange to you?

Yeah. You see, my mother is thisshe is kinda quiet(a) rock. (But] she (got
not) so quiet; my father left.

Pam, tell me more about that. What it was like the day your mother and father
split up?

Um, it was a normal day until they fought.

What did they fight about?

My mother didn't like some of the things my father was doing.

What sorts of things?

He was out moving around.

Moving around?

Yeah, moving around, you know. Fucking -tround is what he was doing.

And your mother found out?

Urn, hum.

She had no inkling of that before?

Oh. I don't know.

You just know that's w hat theii. argued about at this particular time?

Um, hum.

And your mother blew up once and your fa:her left? Well, what would have
happened if he'd stayed? (I ong pause) You don't know? Your mother was
angry and your father was angry. hut he chose to leave. You don't know w hat
might have happened if he had stayed.

It's better that he left.

flow do ou mean it was bet ter?

Well, I, you know, I guess if he hadn't left , he w ould have hit her?

So your mother No% un and if your fat het hadn't left, he %mild hit% e hit het or
bear hem up? So the alternat i% e is that he shouki lea% e?



Intervle Nen

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Intervicwer:

Client:

ILterviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Session 3
Yeah.

What were you feeling like? When your father left?

was glad he left..

You just had a feeling of being OK, happy, sad, what?

I was pretty sad. I was a little scared, but you know, he left and it was OK.

Did he say anything to you when he lap

No

What had been your relationship to your father prior to his leaving?

I stayed out o his way.

What's that mean?

It means I stayed out of his way.

Yeah, but you say you recall a happy or humorous image but you " toed ut
of his way" doesn't sound happy or humorous.

I used to figure out little ways, OK, to indicate to -ay 'ather that ' likv or
didn't like certain things that he was doing.

What sort of ways?

(Laughs) One day, I was a little kid, I stuck tacks in h:s chair.

And what did he do?

He sat on them. (Laughter)

And what did he do?

Notning, he got up, you know.

DiJ he know that you'd done it?

No.
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Session 4

SESSION OVERVIEW
THE INTERVIEWER: A CLOSER LOOK

AND
CLIENT RATIONALITY

I. Goals
A. To develop an awareness of how the trainees' own personal characteristics affect

the interview

B. To facilitate the trainees' understandir, s of the rationale for the line of questioning
used in Rationality (Content Area 3 of t-he Assessment Interviewing Guide)

II. Objectives
By the end of the session, each trainee should be able to

A. Identify at least two psychological concepts of Content Area 3, Rationality, for
example,

I . Why it is important to know if a client experiences extreme mood swings

2. Why it is important to know ow well the client controls strong feelings or
impulses /

B. Identify at least two subareas within Rationality, for example,

1. Is the client suicilal?

2. Does the client have the potential for violence?

C. Identify soar of his own thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and attitudes that surface
'during an interview and affect it

I II. Reading Assigtur
A. Rationality', AIG, pp. 25-34

B. The interviewer: A Closer Look, Interviewing Skills, pp. 60-61

I V. Handouts
A. Process Observation Feedback Form III (1 J copies, 2 per trainee)

B. Behavioral Assessment Inventory (18 copies, I per trainee)



SCHEDULE

Session 4

3/-2 hours total

I. Concept building large group 1 hour

A. ihteiviewing Skills: The Interviewer a 'Closer Look (15 minutes)

B. Rationality (15 minutes)

C. Demonsiration videdtape (related to A & B above) (10 minutes)

D. Discussion (20 minutes)

II. Skill building small group 2 hours

A. Describing the interviewer's feelings and attitudes (25 minutes)

B. Introduction to interviewing practice with client sketches (.10 minutes)

(Break). (15 minutes)

C. Interview simulation (5'.; minutes)

D. Discussion and summary of learning (15 minutes)

I I I. Integration of learning large g soup 30 minutes

A. Reports from small groups (15 minutes)

B. Discussion of learning reported above (10 minutes)

C. Linkajes and assignments (5 minutes)



METHOD OF PRESENTATION

I. Concept building large group

This concept building period is identical in format and purpose to
those in Sessions 2 and 3.

A. Interviewing Skills: The Interviewer: A Closer I.00k

Major points to be emphasized during this presentation dre as
follows

1. The interviewer's need for awareness .of his own thoughts,
feelings, behaviors, and attitudes

2. The interviewer's sifect on the interview through questions,
responses, facial expressions, expectations

3. The factors that affect the interview

a. Behavioral characteristics

h. Psychological factors

c. Behavioral factors

Refer to the Trainee's Manual, pp. 60-61 for additional con-
tent.

Ni I):
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Session 4

SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Factors affecting the interviewer, the client, and their interaction:

I. Background characteristics

2. Psychological factors

3. Behavioral factors



B. Rationality

Major points to be emphasized during this presentation are as
follows

I. The importance of identif)1ag persons who may be psychotic,
suicidal, or prone to violence

2. The influence on drug abuse treatment of severe psychological
disturbances, such as manic-depressive and depression
illnesses

3. The importance of assessing impulse control in relation to
designing a treatment plan

4. The importance of uifferentiating between impulsive or
premeditated forms of violence and considering their in-
flu.'nces on treatment planning

5. The Behavioral Assessment Inventory

a. Used to record the client's behavior during this interview

b. Can help the mental health consultant identify clients with
severe psychological disturbances

Refer to the Trainee's Manual, pp. 25-34, for additional content.

Session 4
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Rationality
_

1. Extreme mood swings

2. Suicidal tendencies

3. Control of strong feelings

4. Potential for violence

ti 0
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C. Demonstration videotape

The trainees' tasks in watching this videotape are the same as
those in Sessions 2 and 3. The flip chart listing the tasks shoud be
displayed again.

D. Discussion

In addition to the general questions outlined in Session 2, the
following questions specific to this session may he used:

1. What area(s) of Rationality did the demonstration ekplore?

2. How thoroughly did it explore Pam's handling of her anger?

3. How does this relate.to Rationality?

4. What areas of Rationality were not explored?

5. What interviewer thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and attitudes
surfaced during the interview?

6. How did they affect the client? the interviewer?

7. How did the interviewer handle them?

Five minutes should he allowed following the viewing of the
videotape for the trainees to complete the Behavioral Assessment
Inventory on Pam (Trainee's Manual, p.139.)

11. Skill building small group

A. Describing the interviewer's feelings and attitudes

1. Begin the discussion by clarifying questions or seeking
comments on tik mini-lecture concerning the interviewer's
feelings, percepti Is, and attitudes

2. Ask each participa lt to describe the most diffkult client he
has ever encountere

Participants should note:

a. How the client made them feeldefensive, angry, threat-
ened, etc.

h. Any ot their own perceptions or attitudes th.y could
Identify.

c. The source of the difficulty: what it was on the part of the
client, or counselor, or both, that made this encounter dif-
ficult

Aftt!r each participant has described his experience, you
should ask for comments and questions

a. Point out tha the purpose of the exercise has been to show
how strong feelings and attitudes influence the interview
relationship

<19
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Session 4

b. Total time for the entire discussion should be about 15
minutes

4. Based on the experiences and clients described, try to identify
some common behavioral characteristics of the clients that
emerged

a. Some examples might be: con games, seduction, victimiza-
tion, racial games

b. Have participants assist in examining how labels are used to
classify clients

5. Select one of the labels chosen (i.e., con artist) and write it on
a flip chart; draw a circle around it

a. Ask participants ,to name words they associate with that
type of behavior

b. Write the words on the flip chart

c. Give an example (see below)

100



6. Ask participants to look4i the words they have called out

a. They should count how many are generally positive and
how many are generally negative

b. Then participants discuss how the attitudes reflected in this
exercise can influence interaction

c. Total time for this exercise is 15 minutes

B. Introduction to interviewing practice with client sketches

I. See guidelines for client sketches in Session 3 and Trainer Tips,
p. 20

2. Introduce role-play practice as in Session 3

a. The AlGtontent should be changed to Rationality

b. The interviewing Skills content should be changed to The
Interviewer: A Closer Look

c. Questions and comments should be addressed

3. Pass out and review the Process Observation Feedback Form
III

a. Note the addition of The Interviewer: A Closer Look

b. General comments on good feedback should be made

4. The first pair for the interview should be *chosen before the
break

(Break)

5. Role plays begin

C. Interview simulation (as in Session 3)

1. Make sure that participant pairs and roles are different each
time, so that by the end of Session 5 all participants will have
assumed the roles of into viewer and client

2. Conduct at least two role plays of 5 to 8 minutes each, allow-
ing 20 minute discussion for each one

D. Discussion and summary of learning (as in Sessiop 3)

III. Integration or leariting large group

A. Reports from small groups

B. Discussion oncoming reported above

Comment on important issues evidenced on flip charts or
through observations during practice

Example:

The interviewer eemed more rela.ved daring this session.
What are some nonverbal lvd,t'S the interviewer can create a
more positive impression of himself?

101
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2. Objectives of the interviewer

a. Example:. Information Gathering Objective

Did any of the groups feel that some behaviors and respon-
ses of the interviewer tended to make the client speak more
than he wanted to? What were these?

b. Example:Diagnostic/ Assessment Objective

What kind of interviewe. diaracteristks would best reveal
the rational level of the client without threatening him?
Were there examples of this today?

C. Linkages and assignments

I . The phrasing of questions and responses are skills to be prac-
ticed in Session 5, and may be the subiects of discussion and
feedback

2. The interview is beginning to show details about the client
with indications of appropriate treatment; the development of
the case history should be completed by the end of the next
session

3. Assignment: Trainee's Manual

a. Resources, pp. :1347

b. Terminating the Interview, pp. ()2.63

)2.

Session 4

(5 minutes)
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VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPTION

.lessioll 4

CLIENT RATION A LITY

The third videotape demonstrates questkming from Content .4 rea 3, Rationality.

Interviewer: Pam, l'e'd like to talk some today about feelings, and how you handle your
feelings. Have you ever been depressed?

Client: (Laughter)

Interviewer: Is that amusing?

Client: V.:ah, well, I mean, you knOw. I'rrs 21 years old and of course I've been
depressed. That's funny.

Interviewer: Is it funny because I should hav known and assumed that you get depressed?

Client: Yeah. You're no dummy.

Interviewer: 1

Client: j I sleep late and don't get up, stuff like that.

Interviewei Spend a lot of time in bed?

Client:1 Utn, hum

Tell me about one of your depressions. What's it like to be depressed?

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Intenie*er:

Client:

Intervie*er:

Client:

Inter% le* er:

Client:

inter% iewer:

Inteniewer:

Client:

How are you feeling when you are spending time in bed?

Have you ever been depressed?

I have, but that 0 ..vn't matter. No two people are depressed the same.

Oh, yeah?

!,I'm interested in how you handle your depression. And how it feels to
when you are depressed.

It's rotten.

Can you tell me about one spccific time? When you've been ecoresstd? You
mentioned in one of our earlier interviews one of your friends ODing toscr-
dosinglwas that a time when you were depressed?

No, 1 was happy.

Seems to be touchy.

Yeah, I didntt fed good at all..

Well, (whatj I'm trying to explore with vou right now is what you do when you
are depressed, how you feel, where you go with it, and now you come out of it.

I go nowhere, I do nothing, it's a bummer.

How long do your depressions usually last?

I don't know. I guess I don't know when I'm not depressed.

So you see yourself as being depressed a lot.

Yeah, I mean I don't rutraround saying "I'm depressed a lot.' You know .

Is that what it feels like?

No, tbat isn't what it feels like. I don't think of it as being depressed. It's kind
01 like tomorrow.
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Interviewer:

(Vent:

Interviewer:

(liens:

I Men iewer:

nt. n iewer:

[Men er:

Client:

I ntenkwer:

Client:

I nten iewer:

(lient:
I nten le% er:

Client:

!Men lewer:

CHent:

Inter% iewer:

Client:

nwn er:

listen iew yr:

Session 4

Are you going to be depressed?

Yeah.

What I thought you were saying is that you don't, you can't tell when you are
not depressed.

Right. 'r
Which means to me that your consistent experience is of being depressed.

Right, Ku I don't think of it as being depressed. 1 think of it as tommorow,
you know?

No.

I mean it's today, it's tomorrow, it's yesterday, it's

So it's all the same thing and you just sort of accept the fact that you are
depressed, down. Do Noll ever think about harming yourself in any way when
you are down or depressed?

Naw.

Ilow do you handle it? How do you come out of it?

If I knew that, 1 wouldn't be sitting here, right'?

Is this one of the times when you think seriously about continuing to use
drugs? When you're depressed?

I don't think about using drugs?

You just do it.

Yeah. You seem to think that everything is
depressed today, l'nLgonna do this today
that. You just4o it.

Yoa think I think you make conscious
being . . . .

Yeah, big words and stuff..

You're not liking the words that I'm using when I'm talking to you?

Well. I think they're yours, not mine.

I think that's important. Because if I'm going to he talking with you, it's im-
portant that you understand what I'm saying and that we he talking about the
same thing. And rd like to kpow from you, wipt sorts of words I'm using that
don't sit right with you, don't make sense to you. I'd like to he able to talk to
you in a way that you understand. I'd like you to tell me that now.

Well, you know, you were talking bout being depressed and stuff, you know.
Is it something new or different or something that happened. Bke snow, you
know . It doesn't do that. And I don't think about it. It just seems strange.

I hat doesn't sound like the word, it sounds to me as if you are angry that I

asked %on that question, that somehow I should know better.

You use the word depressed you 1110%%, like some people use the word -% ek et
jacket." You know, "Did %on put on out %ek et jacket today?" Yes or no.
Did on put on our depression toda%, c. oi no. You know. It doesn't make
MI% sense 10 Ille.

thi big, you know, conseiousI'm
. 'You know, it isn't. You don't do

decisions about doing things and



Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

°Client:
Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

(Vent:

Interviewer:

Ses%ion 4

Oh, so is it the word or is it the questi)n?

Probably both.

Somehow, my asking you."Are you depressed? or "Do you get depressed?" is
one (a question] you are not comfortable with?

Yeah.

I-low did you feel when I was asking you that?

I don't know.
You don't know or you won't tell me?

I told you I thought it was dumb.

OK, so you were just feeling that it was a dumb question?

Yeah.

It looked to me as if you were getting angry. Were you feeling angry?

No.

Why the smile?

I don't like to get angry at people.
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SESSION OVERVIEW
TERMINATING THE INTERVIEW

AND 0
CLIENT RFSOURCES

Session 3

I. Goals

A. To facilitate undeistanding of the skills required in terminating the interview

B. To help the trainees' understand the rationale for the line of questioning used in
Content Aria 4, Resources, of the Assessment Interviewing Guide

II. Objectives

By the end of the session, each trainee should be able to

A. Identify at least two psychological concepts described in the 'rationale sectio on
client resources, for example,

I . Environmental factors that may help or hinder treatment

2. Client strengths and weaknesses to be considered in planning treatment

B. Identify at least two subareas within Resources, for example.

I. Employment

2. Job skills

3. Competencies

C'. Identify at least one question the interviewer may use within the subarea

D. 'Deinonstrate skills in terminating the interview, for example,

I. Summarizing accomplishments

2. Discussing expectations

3. Making closing comments

III. Reading Assignment

A. Resources, MG, pp. 35-11'

B. Terminating the Interview, Interviewing Skills, pp. 62-63

I V. Handouts
Process Observation Feedback Form IV, (24 or 36 copies, depending on the number
of simulations)
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SCHEDULE

Session 5

3 1/2 hours total

I. Concept linilding large group 1 hour

A. Interviewing Skills: Terminating the Interview (15 minutes')

B. Content Area 4: Resburces (15 hours)

Demonstration videotape (10 minutes)

D. Discussion (20 minutes)a

II. Skill building small groups 2 hours

A. Interview simulation (60 minutes)

(Break) (15 minutes)

B. Discussion of Interviewing Skills and MG (30 minutes)

Discussion and summary of information learned (15 minutes)

III. Integration of learning large group 30 minutes

A. Reporteom small groups (15 minutes)

B. Discussion of learning reported above (10 minutes)

C. Linkages and assignments (5 minutes)



OD OF PRESENTATION

Session $

1. Concept building large group 1 hour

A. Terminating the Interview (15 minutes)

Major points to be emphasized during this presentation

I. Intel action with client at this point should include

a. Summary of accomplishments

b. Discussion of %.4pectations

c. A clear statemetit indicating that the interview is being
terminated

, A

2. Review and analysis of reations as interviewer

a. Should contribute to future interviewer.'s effectiveness

b. Should serve as hundation for treatment plan

Refer to Trainee's Manual, pp. 62-63 for additional contgnt .

to be covered.
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART:OUTLINE

Termination Components

1. Summary of interview process

2. Discussion of expectations

3. Closure

1 I t
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B. Content Area 4: Resources

Major point to be emphasized

identification of client resources is vitally important in the
development of an effective treatment plan

Refer to AIG. PP. 125-130

Session

(15 minutes)

111111*
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SUGGESTED,FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Resources

I. Employment

2. Job skills

3. Competencies

4. Leisure, fun

5. Home

.6. Legal problems

7. Education

8. Medical problems

9. Family .

10. Income source

11. Mobility

12. Other agencies

1 Pp
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C. Demonstration videotape (10 minutek)

Refer to Session 2, Section I, Part C, for overview on videotapes
,demonstration and explanation of process. .1

%The flip chfirt front Sissioti 2 listing the viewers' tasks should
.. be used for this session also. .

D. Discussion - . ... f (20 minUtes)
. .

The gineral discussion questions from Sessions can be used in
this session, with the following discussion questions specific to
this stssion:

1. What area(s) of Resources did the demonstration explore?

2. How thoroughly did it explore Pam's education resources?

3. What areas of Resotirces were not explored?

4. Did the interviewer cover all of the points in Terminating
the Interview?

fl . Skill building small group

A. Interview simulation

I. Introduce role-play pra dee exercises as in Se ons 3 and 4,
with the change in foc s to Resources and Te mating the
Interview, clarifying q estions before the simulations begin

2.. Each trainee should ad out each role

3. Provide feedback concerning simulatkons using Process Ob-
servation Feedback Forms

4. Additional role plays may be conduct if time allows

5. Practice should follow same guidelines as in Sessions 3 and 4

(Break) (15 minutes)

B. Discuslon of Intetilewing Skills and AIG (30 minutes)

1. Note that this is the last session devoted solely to In-
terviiwing Skills and AIG so questions and comments
should be discussed at this time

2. BuLlathe agenda for this hallihour discussion

a. In the first 5 to 10 minutes, put issues or questiods on a
flip chart as trainees cite them

b. 1.1st 'by priority those the group feels should be coverCd
before the session ends

c. Discuss these for the next 20 to 25 minutes

1. Comment on important points that were noted (often on the
flip charts or observed during praoice

117
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C. Discussion and summaty of information learned

I. Ybu should be able to speed up this.pioceSs.based upon the
final agenda

2. Trainee should spend at least ten minutes sommarizing
hat they have learned in the small groups,'and final feed-
ack should be provided to each member

Inteigra of learning large group

SesSession 2, Section 111for praless notes
th

9'
A' Reports from small groups

B., iDscusktonar log reported above.

C. Linkages and assignments
.

Lonneet all four uf5inent area and lead into the ultimate
goal of the interviews: caw hi ory preparation and treat-
ment planning

2.. Rea* Trainee's Manua).The Case History, pp. 65-70
and Treatment Planning, pp. 71-77

I
Session 5

(15 minutes) ;
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30 minutes

A

3.
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VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPTION

CLIENT RESOURCES ci

The fourth videotape demonstrates questioniag from Content Area 4, Resources.

Session S

Interviewer: Pam, today I'd ;Ike us to talk about some of the things that you feel you do
well and perhaps some of the things you feel you don't do especially well. And
those things might be things we can work on during the course of treatment.
What sort of things do you do that help you feel good about yourself?

Client:

Interviewer:

aient:
Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

I think I deal with people OK. Like I get what I want.

Is that the thing that makes you feel best about yourself? That you think you
do well?

Yeah.

What are some of the other things that you do well?

Uh, I don't do that anymore.

That was sort of cryptic. I presitme that meant drugs.

Yeah. I think that's about it.

Do you have any skills?

Sure, what have you got?

Do you know what I mean wheri I say skills? What kinds of things do you
know how to do? Do you know how to build model airplanes, for instance?

Hardly. I went to cosmetology school, but I don't like that.

So you trained as a beautician?

Yeah. I don't like that.

Did you discover that you didn't like it before or after you went to the school?

After.

What were the things about that job that you didn't like?

It's dumb.

Dumb? In what way?

Ah, just didn't, you know. I guess I wasn't really dealing with people, just
doing (things] to people.

You don't like doing things to people?

No, I didn't like that. I thought it was going to be different.

Where were you trained to do this?

Mr. Robert's.

Mr. Robert's Beauty School?

Yeah, he's quite a treat.

Then, Pam, I assume you finished high school.

Yeah.

What were your favorite subjects?

1 09



Client:

Interviewer:

I liked history a lot.

Did you do well? What was it about history that you liked?

Client: Yeah.

Interviewer:

Client:

Intemiewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Inteiviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

Client:

Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

(Vent:

Interviewer:

Session 5

Do you have any questions about that?

Sounds OK.

Ok thattN what we'll be doing during the course of our next interview. Talking
about long- and short-term goals.

(Laughs) Well, you see, if you'll notice, most history departments are staffed
by the junior coaches.

I didn't ',now that.

Wed, it was anyway at my school.

So it was the male interest that helped make history appealing?

Yeah, kinda like living history, you know?

Are there any other subjects you like?

Well, I did OK hi most of them but 1 really liked history the best.

Are you saying you did well in history because you related to the male. teachers
or that you did well because you were interested in the subject because the
teacher helped you be interested. I wasn't (mite s re what that knowing smile
meant.

I seemed to do good in history, OK? I mean I did good in history. And there
were men teachers. So I don't know what it was but I liked it and I did good.

What other things are you interested in? Other than people.

Things.

What kinds of things?

I don't know. We used to do a lot of clothes stuff. Yeah, but I don't do that
anymore.

What does that mean? .-

lked to buy a lot of things, get fixed up all the time.

Do you like buying pretty clothes?

I used to.

What happened?

What happened?

Ran out of money.

You ran out of money. What happened to your source of money?

Well. I left my lob. I had a job at Saks which k when I was into most of that
stuff. And when I left that then I didn't hose my own source ot money.

What were Non doing at Sal.s?

I was clerking.

tialesssonian?

tt
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Client:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:
...

Client:

Interviewer:

(lient:

Interviewer:

Client:

Interviewer:

session 5

Yeah.

So you seem to be interested in things that have to do with beauty culture,
adorning things female.

Yeah, I guess you could say that.

Is that pretty consistent even when you were a child?

True. I guess so.

Pam, in the last few minutes of the interview, I'd like to go back and take a
look at some of the things I've learned and check that out with you. My goal
for this intervicy was to talk with you about what you perceive to be your
strengths and weaknesses and to talk about some of the things that perhaps
you'd like to do that you thinic you don't do well now. And I learned, I think,
two things that are real important. The first is that you talk about your
weaknesses much.more easily than yint talk about your strengths or the things
that you do well. Secondly, it appears to me that you have a pattern of im-
pulsively moving into activiti..s, or experiences, such as school with Mr. Roberts,
and then somehow being disappointed in your experience. What that suggests
to me is that perhaps you're not thinking through, clearly, the kinds of things
that you want to get out of an experience.or an activity and set yourself up
to be disappointed or perhaps to fail. How does that feel? Does that feel about
right to you?

Make you a deal, OK? Fix me up and then we'll write a book together and
make a million dollars.

Think it woyld make a million dollars?

Sure.

We've learned an awful lot about you in this series of interviews we'ye been
having and at this point I need to begin to summarize all of that information
and consult with some other people here on the staff as I look at that in-
formation and what I want to do is to get some ideas about long and short
term goals that will be unique for you; bring that back to you for our next
session and begin to work out specifically with you how that fits for you, does
it make sense, what kinds of short term goals are .you willing to buy into as
part of the treatment process. Does that make sense to you?
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Session 6

SESSION OVERVIEW
CASE HISTORY AND TREATMENT PLANNING

I. Goals
A. To facilitate the trainees' understanding of the major elements of a written case

history and the rationale for keeping records

B. To facilitate the trainees' understanding of the purposes and processes of
treatment planning

II. Objectives

By the end of this session, trainees will be able to 0

A. List the major elements of a written case history

B. Identify the purposes of treatment planning

C. Identify the personnel recommended for a treatment planning board

D. Identify the expected outcomes of a treatment plannin); board meeting

E. Identify the counselor's role in treatment planning

III. Reading Assignment

A. The Case History pp. 65-70

B. Treatment Planning pp. 71.77

lye Handouts

A. Sample Case History, Appendix p. 2 l 7(one dal)

B. Sample Treatment Plan, Appendix p. 223(one each)

C. Sample Reliavioral 1ssessment Inventor , %ptiemlix p. 225 (one each)
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Session 6

SCHEDULE

I. Concept building large group 30 minutes

A. Introduction to The Case History (15 minutes)

B. Introduction to Treatment Planning (15 minutes)

U. Skills development small group 2 hours 30 minutes

A. Writing a case history (30 minutes)

(Break) (15 minutes)

B. Presenting the case history (50 minutes)

C. Treatment planning (40 minutes)

D. Discussion and summary of information learned (15 minutes)

111. Integration of learning large grokp 30 minutes

A. Reports from small groups (15 minutes)
_ . _

B. Discussion of learning reported above (10 minutes)

C. Linkages and assignments (5 minutes)

1
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Session 6

METHOLON PRESENTATION

I. Concept building large group 30 minutes
A. Introduction fu The Case History (15 minutes)

Mg/or points to be emphasized during this presentation

1. The case history is a written record of client data gathered
prior to treatment

2. It organizes relevant information for review and decision
making

3. It identifiess client status and verifies treatment

4. Case history documentation allows continuity, of treatment
when changing counselors or programs

5. Case history format parallels the AIG

6. Information from interviews should be organized after each
interview

7. The case history is used by the treatment planning board as a
basis for estiibIisTliag the treatment plan

8. The case history joins treatment notes, treatment plan, and
all revisions in a package of ongoing case.records
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

The Case History

1. Client identifying data

2. History of problem

3. Current situation

4. Personal end family history

5. Client's current mental status

6. Assessment of client's resources

7. Basis for individualized treatment

8 Organization-of-information--

9. Verification of treatment

10. Continuity of treatment

11. Format based on AIG, the "4 Rs"

130
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Session 6

B. Introduction to Treatment Planning (IS minutes)
1. Introduce the chapter with the following points:

a. Treatment planning provides thoughtful, individualized
treatment

b. Through consultation with others, it offers input from a
variety of perspectives

c. Treatment planning is a requirement of the Federal
Funding Criteria for Treatment Services

d. The treatment plan review process allows treatment to
reflect changes in client behavior

e. Each trainee should become aware of the personnel of his
treatment planning board

1) A mental health professional

2) The interviewer

3) Other appropriate staff
f. The interviewer presents the case history and makes

treatment recommendations to the board

g. The interviewer must negotiate the plan with the diem as
well as with the board

2. Lead a discussion of treatment planning

a Focui on clarification of case hiitory writing anci
treatment planning

b. Using flip chart, ask traineo to list reasons for treatment
planning

c. Identify from flip chart members of the treatment
planning board

d. See Trainer Tips in the Trainer's Manual for additional
information

Re.eer to pp. 71-77 of the Trainee's Manual.
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SUGGESTED FLIPCHART OUTLINE

Treatment Planning

I. Reasons for treatment planning

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. The treatment planning board

a. Mental health consultant

b. Other appropriate staff

c. Counselor (interviewer)

3. The treatment.planifint process

a. Case history presentation

b. Treatment recommendation

c. Negodation

d. Consensus

41.
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II. Skill developmeitt small group

A. Writingl case history

I. Trainer introduction to the exercige

a. Allow Sive minutes

b. The purpose of this exercise is to teach the trainees to
analyze client information and write a case history

c. Client information

1). Each trainee should have received the Interview
Notes, Intake Information, and Behavior Assess-
ment Inventory about Pam

2) Trainees are to recall the information elicited by the
counselor in the demonstration videotapes, combine
it with the written material, and analyze it

3) From this analysis, the group will arrive at an
assessment of the client, Pam

d. Discussion

The purpose of the .discussion is to help the trainees
organize the client information according to the case
history format

2. Recording the information

a. Allow 15 minutes

b. After the discussion, each trainee independently records
-the- client in-fefrinatiot 'on the 'ease history --form in -his-
manual, p. 14:s

3. Comparison with sample

a. Allow 10 minutes

b. Pass out sample case history on Pam (Appendix, p.21 T)

c Trainees compare their case history with the sample

d. Discuss differences and similarities

(Break)

B. Presenting the case history

1. Treatment board simulations triads

a. Allow 45 minutes, 15 minutes each tr.ad

b. The purpt. .e of this exercise is to give the trainees
practice in presenting case histories and treatment recom-
mendations in a brief, well-organized manner

c. One at a time, each trainee presents the case history he
has proared about Pam (These should each take 5 to 10
minutes)
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d. The other two members act as vocational rehabilitation
counselor, social services counselor, or legal aid
counselor, or any other member of the treatment board
(The role of counselor rotates, so each trainee has arrop-

k portunity to present his case history of Pam)

e. Discussion and feedback should take 5 to 10 minutes
each,

.2. Discussion and feedback small group of six

a. Allow Yminutes

b. Focus on the accuracy and completeness of the client
data presented and on the way trainees handled the pro-
cesses involved In the presentations

. C. Treatment planning small groups

1. Group discussion of client ,

a. Allow 15 minutes

b. Assign each trainee a role or the treatment board

c. Ask trainee (counselor) to summarize Pam's case history

d. Within 20 minutes, group should arrive at consensus for
Pam's trcatment plan

2. Writing the treatment plan outline

a. Allow 15 minutes

b. Each trainee completes the outline found On p. 149 of
the Appendix to the Trainee's Manual.

,

3. Com oarison with the sample treatment plan

-d. Alloiv-10.mihutes

b. V ss out the sample trentment plan found on p. 223 of

tt*.a.)s.
kppendix to the 1 rainer's 1.V1nual

c. Trainees cornparetheir treittment plan with the sample

d. Discuss differences anCsimilarities

D. Discussion and summary of information learned

1. The small groups list and discuss three important points
learned

2. Ask trainees to kiinmarize their experience:

4

a. As presenters (counselors)

b. As writers (counselors)

c. As panel members (all roles)

I 34
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Session 6

3. Reinforce the importance of the counselor's role as
negotiator for client, and as panet member

4. Answer questions

111; Integration of new information !named large group . 30 minutes

A. Reports from small groups (15 minutes)

B. Discussion of learning repoited above (10 minutes)

C. Linkages and assignments 15 minutes)

I . Confidentiality arises as an issue in most cases, including
Pam's; it must be considered in contacts with:

a. Parents

t b. Probation officers

c. Schools

d. Others
Z. Pam's treatment plan may indicate a need for vocational

testing

3., Link the above with the next session on Confidentiality and
Psychotnetrk Testing

4. Assignments: Trainee's Manual

a. Confidentiality, pp. 79.88

b. Psychometrk Tests, pp. 89.98

.0111.
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SESSIoN OVERVIEW
CONFIDENTIALITY

AND
PSYCHOMETRIC TESTS

Session 7

I. Goals
A. To develop the trainees' awareness of issues of confidentiality implicit in

assessment interviewing for treatment planning

B. To provide basic information on a selected group of the most commonly used
psychometric tests

11. Objectives

By the end of the session, each trainee should be able to

A. Identify the counselor's role and responsibilities in maintaining the confidentiality.
of client records, for example,

1. Distinguishing between written and oral disclosures

2. Knowing the processes throughwhich the disclosures must be made

3. Knowing the procedures for storing, maintaining, and using written client
records

B. Identify four types of' psychometric tests: projective personality tests, objective .

personality tests, vocational tests, and intelligence tests

III. Reading Assignment

A. confidentiality, pp. 79-88

B. Psychometric Tests, pp.89.98

IV. Handouts
I- here are no participant handouts for this session; the confidentiality regulations are
reproduced from the Federal Register and are in thee appendices of the Trainee's
Manugl.

1
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SCHEDULE

Session 7

3 1/2 hours total

I. Concept building large group 2 hows 10 minute

A. Introduction to Confidentiality, Legal and Ethical Issues (20 minutes)

B. Discusion (35 minutes)

(Break, in place) (5 minutes)

C. Introduction to Psychometric Tests (20 minutes)

D. Discussion (35 minutes)

(Break) (15 minutes)

II. Integration of learning large group 1 hour M minutes

A. Summary discussion (35 minutes)

B. POsttes,t (45 minutes)



Session 7

METHOD OF PRESENTATION

I. Concept building large group 2 hewn 10 minute;

A. Introduction to Confidentiality, Legal and Ethical Issues (20 minutes)

The purpose of.thii session is to develop counselors awareness
of issues and legal requirements on the topic. of confidentiality.
It is not meant to be a detailed exploration.

Major points to be emphasized during this presentation

I. The importance of maintaitling professional ethics

a. Professional ethics are as important as the consideration
of the legal aspects

b. in the counselor-client relationship, they are more im-
portant

2. There is a distinction between privileged information and
confidential information

11110

a. The information developed from a lawyer-client relation-
ship is privileged

b. That developed from a counselor-client relationship is
confidential and is not inviolable

3. The program management should establish policies and
procedures

a. For gathering, storing, and using client records

b. For getting written consent agreements

c. For disclosing client information

42- Requests for written disclosures require the client's written
consent except under certain circumstances

5. Requests for oral disclosures can be tricky, for example:

a. Disclosing that someone is not in a treatment program
violates the regulations

h. Disclosing that a person is a client is also a violation

c. There are other such instancescounselors should he
aware of them

Refer to the Trainee's Manual. pp. 79-88 pr the comnwntary on
conjidentiality, and pp.! 53-1 73./6r the text of the regulations.

1 I I
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Confidentiality

1. Legal requirements and restrictions

2. Professional ethics

Mlintenance of client-counselor relationship

Session 7

Citent Records and Disclosures ,

I. Storing client records

a. Locatior of rile

b. Accessibilty to files

c. Use and maintenance of files

2. Disclosures

a. Written

b. Oral

I 12
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Session 7 .

B. Discussion (35 minutes)

The discussion may include some or all of the following areas:

I. The relationship of the regulations and professional ethics to
trainees' personal experiences

2. Exploration of local issues of confidentiality, for example,
program relations with courts and/or police, which are
customary or required by local ordinance and may raise
questions of confidentiality

.3. The relationships between confidentiality (in both the legal
sense and ethical sense) and effective treatment

4. The difference between confidential and privileged infor-
mation

Note:
NIDA, through the National Drug Abuse Center, is preparing a
self-instructional package that explores in &tail the meaning and
impact of the Federal regulations. Questions and discussion that
go beyond the scope of this session may be deferred in view of
this fact.

(Break, in place)

C. Introducgon to Psychometric Tests

This is a brief overview of commonly used personality (objective
and projective) tests, vocational tests, and intelligence tests. It is
not intended to be a detailed exploration.

Major learning to be emphasized during the presentation

1. Proper, appropriate interpretation of test results by coun-
selors will aid in accurate client assessment and treatment
planning

2. Some clients will need to take additional psychological
assessment tests

3. Some clients will have been given psychometric tests in the
past; the evaluation of these should be considered

4. The basic information on eajh test should include the
following:

a.

b.

C.

d.

C.

f.

g.

Details of its administration

Cost

The kinds of test items

What the test measures

Its reliability and validity

How it is scored

How the results are interpreted

I t3
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SUGGESTED FLIP CHART OUTLINE

Session 7

Kinds of Psychometric Tests

1. Objective Personality

a. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)

b. Califórnia Psychological Inventory (CPI)

c. Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS)

d. Adjective Check List (ACL)

2. Projective Personality

a. Rorschach

b. Thematic Appe ception Test (TAT)

C. Bender-Gestalt

d. Sentence Completion Test

3. Intelligence Tests

a. Stanford-Binet Intelligence ScalC

h. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)

4. Vocational Tests

a. kuder Occupational Interest Survey (KOIS)

h. Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVI

C. Differential Aptitude Tesh (DAT)

d. General Aptitude Test Battery (GA*111)



D. Discussion

I. Discuss the issues that may arise concerning:

a. Over-reliance on tests

b. Misinterpretation

c. Cultural bias within the tests

2. For these reasons, psychometric tests should be used only for
specific purposes and the interpretations limited .to those
purposes

3. Eliciting trainees' experiences in the use of tests can con-
tribute greatly to the information and underrtanding about:

a. The kinds of tests used

b. The reasons they were used

c. The advantages and disadvantages of the tests used

4. An issue of importance is the practicality of specific tests

a. Where necessary, are there local professionals who can
administer, score, and interpret the tests?

b. How cost effective is the use of a specific test?

(Break)

II. Integration of learning large group

A. Summary discussion

1. View the course as a whole and relate its use to counseling on

the job

2. Answer questions that deal with the overall intent and impact
of thc course

3. With trainees, list general points learned during the session

B. Posttest

1. The posttest is administered exactly as the pretest

2. Be certain that the trainees do not take the same form of the
test they took as the pretest

Session 7

(35 minutes)

(15 minutes)

1 hour 20 minutes

(35 minutes)

(45 minutes)
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TESTING-ONE, TWO, THREE.

This section describes the development of the tests, Forms A and B, how they were tested

during the field trials, the results of the field,trials, and how the final version of the tests
was developed. Following this description are instructions for using the participant
opinionnaires and for administering the test. Finally, the section contains the answer keys

to the tests, answer sheets, and the tests themselves.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRETESTS AND POSTTESTS

Pretests and posttests developed for Assessment Interviewing for Treatment Planning

had to meet four requirements. First, and most important, each item was to measure a
specific course objective. A test meeting this condition can be used to measure the extent to
which students have mastered the intended skills, attitudes, and knowledge.

A second requirement was that instruments would measure the trainees' ability

to interpret situations in terms of the principles taught;

to apply these rinciples to ipecific counseling situations; and

to recall the specific principles themselves.

Third, the test had to be one that could be scored objectively, quickly, and easily. There is

a vast body of research literature that suggests that this requirement is virtually impossible

to achieve through open-ended (free-response) items. This requirement, then, suggested

some form of forced-choice instrument.

The last requirement was for a test that involved simulations, so that a degree of realism

would 'be portrayed. However, simulations involving live actors cannot be standardized,

and the use of videotapes or other equipment would make the tests dependent onfelatively
elaborate machines, force all examinees to do each question at a fixed pace, and Oeduce the

number and variety of problems to be solved durintany given amount of examination time.

To meet these four requirements, it was decided to design a test containing true-false and

multiple choice items, with several items based on a simulated situation described in a
preceding paragraph. The specific objective to which each item applied would be identified.
Each item would also be identified as measuring knowledge at one of three levels of
sophistication:

Simple recall of material contained in the course

Interpretation of situations and actions in terms of principles contained in the course

Application of these principles to problem situations

One hour was a%ailable for testing at the beginning and end of the course schedule sug-
gesting that approximately 60 items for each test could be included.

Items appropriate to each objective were written and assigned to one or the three levek of
sophistication according to the type of problem to he solved. Preliminary items were
reviewed for accuracy and to ensure that only one response was correct. Approximately
twenty members of the National Drug Abuse Center staff reviewed the tests. Based on their

performance and comments, items were revised where required. Two forms of equal length

.with the same number of items measuring each level of knowledge of each objective were
de% eloped. Form A and Form 11 were both used in the field trial. Each form contained 62

items.

*Ibis mniton. winding le..174. 1141a anith.is. Interpretation. %as nrtlIrto k Dav14 t'hurvinnall. Ed, and 1ifilren I . I ntt, t %.
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-` Field Trials

e

The instruments and the course were field tested at sites in Jacksonville, Florida, and
Newark, Delaware. Three trainers conducted the field trials, following the recommended
ratio of one trainer per rix trainees. A different training team was used at each site, but each
team h'ad the qualifications specified in Chapter One of this manual. Two of the ttainers of
each team.were from the field test sites and were known by rtiost of theirainees. One trainer
at each site was from the trainittremistance staff at NDAC and was unfamiliar with the
course development or course content. All of the trainers were briefed tillt the course
uevelopers prior to delivery. The Jacksonville, Florida, trainers were briefed ne week
before the field trial while the Newark, Delaware, trainers were briefed three weekieore
field trial. The briefing was considered necessary since the Trainer's Manual at that tme
was a rough draft in basic outline form.

As indicated in Table 1, both trainee samples were remarkably similar,.and appear to be
typical of the target audience for the course. While the field test sites do not in any way
represent a true random sample, our experience suggests that results similar to those
achieved in the field tests can be expected with other groups having similar backgrounds.

0Results

To determine whether the course produced significant learning gains, correlated t-tests
were used to discover whether significant differences existed between pretest and posttest
scores at each field test site, and at the sites combined. Because the instruments themselves
were in the developmental stage, and possibly of unequal difficulty, counterbalancing was
used to control for order effects. At each field test site the trainees were divided randorilly
hut? two groupsA)f equal size, one of which was pretested using Form A and posttested
using Form B; the other group was tested in the reverse order (Form B then Form A). Con-
stquently, a total of six correlated t-tests were calculated (see Table 2). All showed signifi-
cant differences (p4.05) in the desired direction. Gaip scores ranged from 10 pecent to 16
percent on each of the tests. afr

Individual scores indicate that the tests have an appropriate range of difficulty'. It **could
be expected that 95 percent of all individuals pretested would achieve scores between 18 and
50 (out of 62); similarly, it could be predicted that 95 percent of all individuals posttested
would achieve scores between 25 and 59. That is, the tests were neither unreasonably dif-
fkult nor unreasonably easy either as a pretest or a posttest, and pretest scores were low
enough to identify learning gains.

To determine whether and to what extent Forms A and B of the test arc parallel, uncor-
related t-tests were calculated. The purpose was to discover if significant differences existed
between the forms when usecl both as pretests and posttests at both field test sites and at the
sites combined. None of these t-tests showed statistical significance, suggesting that 'the in-
struments were similar in overall difficulty.

I'he same data, however, highlights a curious feature of the original tests. Form A was
slightly more difficult than Form B when given as a pretest, and slightly easier than Form B
when given as a posttest. This suggested that Form A was more sensitive to the course oh-
jecties than Form B. Identification of the particular items that caused the problem re-
quired data on the relative difficulty of items for the entire population, and data on the
items' relative sensitivity to learning. 'The former may be expressed as the percentage of ex-
aminees scoring correctly on a given item during posttesting. The latter may be expressed as
a percentage that is the difference in the number of "good" and "poor" students (as
judged hy overall test score) answering an item correctly. Both types of information are
sununari/ed in table 3. It is apparent from this figure that Form A has a greater number of
items that are highly sensitive to learning than does Form B.



4 A

Development of the Final lnstrunynt
Table 3 is an analysis of the field test version of the instrument. This analysis involved:

1. EliMination of all items that were missedmoie often on the posttest than op the pretest

2. Elimination of all items that discriminatzd less plan .33 between "good" and "poor"
students (see footnotes Table 3)

3. Elimination of the items 'related to objectives that weie eliminated during %vision of
the course itself (not surprisingly, these items usually failed on the first two crioria as
well)

4. Rafidom regrouping of the items related to each objective into two new test forms;
calculation of the overall difficulty index for the items related to each objectiv%;
switching of items between forms until approXimate equality was achieved

5. Checking the difficulty level of each form by averaging the indices for each set of items
related to a particular objective (see Tables 4A and 4B) (A single switch of one such
group corrected a 1 percent difference and brought the forms to within .14 percept of
being perfectly parallel, within the unknown limitations of the original data.)

.6. Regrouping so that.true.false items were first and multiple cnoice items second

The final version of the tests appears in this sections
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Table 1

DEMOGRAPHICS FIELD TRIAL SAMPLE

Jacksonville, FL Newark, DL Total

AGE
6:44

L...../ .1,-

. .4
4-2

It

.. yip .. 27 29 NI

. Range 22-42 .20-41 20-42

,
SEX -

. ..

Male 8 13
.

21

Female 10 5 15

Total -.-/ 18 18 36
...

ETHNICITY

.

White
.1

, 11 13 .24

Latino o 2 2.

Black 7 3
I

.19

Total 18 18 . 36

iii,,,,
EDUCATION

Itie

-

High'school , f, 1 __..../
03 4=1

lgome c9illege or
post-bigh schodi .- 8 ' ,

.,

3 '
al

II,

Bachelors degree 4 11 15

Masters degree 5 2 7

Total 18 18 36

JOB TITI.E

-

Counselor 14 15 29

Other direct
client services 2 0 2

Administrator 1 1 2

Other I
1.. 3

Total 18 ' 8 16

HMI' IN
PRESEN t JOB

7 years 1.25 1.20 1.22
-

Range 1 - 4 0 .1 -1.1 .1-4.0

tOTAI HMI' -.CC years . 2.16 1.67 1.90
IN DRUG ABUSE
RH A FED WORIc Range .2-- 7.0 .1 4.83 .1 7.0 .

-c rage or Arit hmet lc Mean
1

10



AO. e.
ego

4

./

44

FLOIUDA
Ce

DELAWARE
t

COMBINED TOTAL
6

N
.

73 Sik N 1E2 f2 t N rti SDi N 72 SD2 w2 t li sol N /2 SD2 gi t

giFossil

11

114:::4 8 33.0 10..02,

.

8

.

39.12 X0.56 6.12 -2.34*

. ..

8 35.62 5.60

1

9 44.62 4.24 9.00 -9.33* 16

r ..

34.31 7.96

..

16 41.87 8.27 7.54 4.42*

?dice°.
Foos A

9

_

35.66 7.24

.

9 43.44 10.71 7.78 -3.43* 8 37.75

_

r

7.88 8

-

47.75 6.58

,

10.00 -3.96 17 36.64 7. 45.47

..

9.01 8.83 -5.32*

one A
ee.

arm II
se

Pn4m0
emmelated

I. West

.....i

8

a

33.0 10.02 9

ee

35.66 7.24 2.66

I

-.63 9

r

34.44

I

6.32 9

\.,

37.00 7.71 2.56 -.76 17 33.76

.

8.03 18 36.33

4

7.29

'

.43

.

-.99

......t1

iFove.rm A

. Remit

I Poeststest

Uecorniated
West

9 43.44 10.71 8

.

39.12 10.56 4.32 .83

1

8 47.75 6.58 8 44.62 4.24

6
3.13 1.12 17

.

45.47 9.0) 16 41.87 8.27 3.60

4

-

1.19

N Number et trainees

1 ;)

X = Arithmetic Mean SD = Stmstioni Deviation _ t = computed t .os
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Table 3

SENSITIVITY AND POWER OF DISCRIMINATION OF FIELD TEST ITEMS

High'
Original

ForniA1(621fitins)

Original
Form0B(6211114m)

2* 9 10* 11 4* 9 10* 14*

13 14 1$ 16 15 .17* 19 24*

17 18 19 20* 35 36 37 39

21 ..22 23 24 45 48 50* 54

25* 27 28 29* 57 58 61 62

31* 32 40 42
43 45 47 50
52 53 54 59*

61 62*

Low' 3 4 '5 6* 3 6* 7 8

12 33 34 38 , II*, 12* 13* 16

41 46* 51* 56 20 29 31 33

58 34
540

41 49*

51* 52* 55* 59*

OP

isiegative . 1* 7 8* 26 1* 2' 5 18*

30* 35* 36' 37 21 22 23 25

. 39* 44 48 49 26 27 28 30

55 57 60 32 38 42 43

44* 46* 47* 53*
. 56 60

'Hem that discriminates .33 or less between good (that is, the top 1.. 601) and poor (that is, the bottom 1 6th) of
:d1 students on the basis of their oerall scores.

High %emit is ity is an item for which at least 10 percent more students gas e correct answers after instruction.
'1 Ow semi tis it is an item for which from 1 to 10 percent more students gave correct answers after histi uct ion.

'Negatise %emit is it s. is an item for which more students gas e incorrect answers after instruction.
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Table 4A

ITEM DATA

Item
Difficult)

Pretest
Index' as
Posttest

Form A

Power of
Discrimination' Key Objectives' Course Reference

1 89 100 1 15-24, 3547

2 94 95 33 1 25.34

3 56 59 100 2 55.39

4 50 75 67 1 18

5 94 100 33 2 7.12, 51.59.

6 67 77 67 I: 2 37.38

7 36 58 67 A, wools 93

8 77 81 67 6 93

9 59 75 67 A- 6 92

0 24 56 100 D 6 97
1 $3 SI 67 A 92

2 59 87 29
3 42 62 33 4546
4 24 31 33 46
5 48 56 33 13

6 31 56 33 A 11-12
18 56 67 40

8 56 75 67 41-42
9 61 81 33 A 9-10

83 87 33 A 7-8
21 75 75 33 18.19
22 48 75 100 2 58

23 65 75 33 4 73
24 $9 75 33 3 67.70, 134-136
25 48 62 67 4 73-74
26 30 56 100 1) 3,5 62-63, 67.68
27 72 81 33 4 73-75
28 42 43 67 A 2 15.35, 51.63
29 30 67 A 1,2 27-31
30 38 65 33 A 2 53.54

Percent of emuninees responding correctly
Percent of okaminees %kith highest I 6 of all scores responding correctly to t he items minus percent of
examinees ith loss est- I 6 of all scores responding correctly to the item. as a postiest.
'Referenced to training ohlect ives on pp.,6-8 of .1 rainer's Manual.
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Table 48

ITEM DATA

Form

Item
Diffkuity

Pretest
Index' as
Pas Hest

Power of
Discrimination' Key Objectives Course Reference

1 89 93 33 1 39

2 22 89 33 7.12, 74.75
3 61 67 33 1 28

4 94 100 33 1 18

3 81 81 33 2 51-63

6 33 SO 67 A 6 91-92, 93
7 40 67 67 A 6 91-92, 93
8 75 86 33 6 97 .
9 33 60 33 6 .94

10 33 71 33 6 97
11 72 81 33 29-30
12 38 43 67 46
13 89 . 93 33 30.31

14 58 62 33 A 11-12

15 07 28 33 1), 41)

16 71 81 33 A 7-9

17 83 87 33 1849
18 71 75 67 19-20
19 30 43 33 81-87
20 89 100 33 5 51-63
21 8 t 81 100 5 02
22 48 62 33 4 73-75

23 71 87 33 A 1 27-32

24 48 56 67 27-28, 31.32
25 48 68 67 11 4 72-77
26 50 75 100 11 3 67-70
27 59 68 33 2 56411

28 44 59 100 2 53-61

29 37 67 33 A 2,6 27-32, 92
30 16 36 100 2 13.611

Percent of examinees responding correctly
Percent of examinees with highest 1 '6 of all scores esponding rtectI to t he item minus percent of emtminees
with lowest 1 .6 of all scores responding cot rectly to the item, a, a posttest.
'Referenced to training ohiecti% es on pp. 6-8 of trainer's Manual
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Had the field test participants taken a test consisting only of the items in the final ver-
sions of the Instrument, their scores would have been as shown in Table 5. Table 5 will give
the trainer some idea of what to expect from any group of trainees likely to be taking the
course, as well as some idea of how much of a learning gain to expect, as measured by the
tests. It also suggests how little difference there is between the alternate forms of the tests.

Table S =,

PREDICTED PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES OF FORMS A AND B
(final versions)

Form A C Form II

Pretest 53.97% 55.17%
Means 16.19 points 16.55 points

Posttest 70.53% 70.50%
Means 21.16 points 21.15 points

Instructions for Test Administration

Either Form A or Form B may be used as a pretest, and the alternate form as a posttest. It
is best not to use both tests and switch groups as was done in developing the test, as that
procedure risks test security. Whed administering the pretest, inquiries about test items
should not be answered. It should be explained that the course will provide the answers in a
way that will enable participants to understand what is correct, and, more importantly, why
it is correct.

After posttesting, feel free to discuss any and all items on either the pretest or the post=
test. To help you to do this, Tables 4A and 4B present important information about each
item. The last four columns are perhaps the most important for such follow-up discussions.
They indicate the correct answer, the course objeclive addressed by each question, which of
the th, ee levels of knowledge is being measured, and specific page references where the
answer can be found in the Trainee's Manual. The first four columns indicate the item
number, its expected difficulty when used as a pretest, its expected difficulty when used as a
posttest, and the extent to which it discriminated between "good" and "poor" students.

Participant Opinionnaires

The sample Participant Opinionnaires that follow may be adapted for use at the end of
each session or modified as a feedback form for the entire course. The samples are provided
only for Sessions I, 2 and 7. Forms for the other sessions may follow the same format.

157
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These instruments may be used in addition to the pre- and posttests, but will not
substitute for the tests. That is, subjective assessments by trainees will not replace objective
tests as an evaluative measure of trainee performance. The'instruments, however, do pro-
vide at least two additional types of information: (1) The Liken-type scale (1 through 5)
provides a quantitative measure of trainee reactions to various aspects of the course; and (2)
the comments section provides the trainer with feedback with -which he may want to make
mid-course adjustments. Additionally, it provides the trainee with an opportunity to ex-
press his feelings about the impact of training on him.

1



PARTICIPANT OPION ION N AIM

Session 1

DIRECTIONS: llsing the 1-5 *rating scale provided, would you please rate this section for the variables regaested by drawing a
circle around one number from 1-5. (1 or poor is the lowest rating, while 5 or excellent is the highest rating.)

The "4Rs": An Overview of the Interviewing Skills
Assessment Interviewing Guide An overview

Poor E cellent Poor Excellent

a. Achievement of its objectives. I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

b.

e.

New learning skills received.

Iinefulness and or relevance to your

I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

d.

work situation.

Appropriateness of level of language

I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

e.

used.

Logjc and sequence of training .

1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5.

f.

activities and materials.

Interest level of trainim activities

I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

g

and materials.

Clarity with which training
activities and materials were

2 3 4 I 2 3 4 5

presented. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

COMMENTS:

I . %%hat I liked the 2. What I liked the least

1 4 2



PARTICIPANT OPIONIONNAIRE

Session 2

DIRECTIONS: Using the 1-5 rating scale provided, would you please rate this section for the variables requeated by drawing a
circle around one number from 1-5. (1 or poor is the lowest rating, while 5 or excellent is the highest rating.)

Mini-lectures: (I)Readiness
Videotape Demonstrationand (2) Introducing the Small Group Practice-'Interview to the Client and Discussion

Poor Excellent Poor Excellent Poor Excellent

a. Achievement of its objectives. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 & 4 5

b.

c.

New learning skills received.

Use iulness and or relevance to your

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

d.

work situation.

Appropriateness of level of language

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

r.

w e d .

Logic and sequence of training

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

f.

activities and materials.

Interest level of training activities

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

g.

and materials.

Clarity with which training
activities and materials were

I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 12345
presented. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

COMMENTS:

I. W hat I liked the moNt- 2. What I liked the least-

I 4 3 14i

4



PARTICIPANT OPION ION N AIRE

Session 7

DIRECTIONS: I sing the 1-5 rating scale inavided. would you !dew rate this section for the va.riabks requested by drawing a
circle around one number from 1-5. (1 or poor is the lowest rating. whik 5 or ewellent is the htghest rating.)
s

a. Achievement of its objectives.

b. New learning skills received.

Ilsefulness and or relevance to your
work situation.

d. Appropriateness of level of language
used.

e. Logic and sequence of training
activities and materials.

f. Interest level of training activities
and materials.

g. Claritv with which training
activities and materials were
presented.

COMMENTS:

I. %hat I liked the mop.t

Poor

Confidentiality

Excellent

Psychometric Testing

Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 3

1 2 3 1, 3 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

2. %%hat I liked the lein4



Name

Assessment Interviewing for Treatment Planning

TEST FORM A

Detach This Answer Sheet From The Test

Date

Instructions

The first six items are True/ False questions. Record your
circling the letter T for True or F for False.

The next section has subsets of multiple choice items. Each
instance, circle the leyer representing tho BEST ANSWER.

If you should make a mirtake or wish to change your
undesired response. Please wawer every item.

Thank You. Now begin.

True False

1.

2.
3.
4.

)
6.

Multiple-Choice Items

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

A
A
A
A
A

answer on, the answer sheet by

subset has instructions; in each

answer, completely erase the

Circle Your Answer

12. A B C D
13. A B C D
14. A B C D
15. A B C D
16. A B C D
17. A B C D
18. A B C D
19. A B C . D
20. A B C D
21. A B C D
22. A B C D
23. A a c 1)
24. A B C D
.25. A B C D
26. A B C D
27. A B C D

28. A B C I)
29. A B C I)
30. A B C D
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TEST FORM A

True/False Items

On the antwer sheet, circlf the best answer to the following questions:

(T)rue or (F)alse

I.. A client's ability to accept and to return friendship is a positive resource in his drug
abuse treatment.

2. An assessment of rationality is important during treatment but readiness is fun-
damental for treatment to begin.

3. All interview situations are Wised; however, sound interview principles redke error.*

4. Separation anxiety for drug abusers is the feeling experienced when they traverse from
a "high'! to a "low" after having had a "hit."

Instructions: Read the following excerpt carefully. Consider your total function as a coun-
selor to answer the question posed concerning the following situation. Indkate your answer
as before, circling the T or the F for true or false.

During an interview, Mark says to his interviewer, "I guess I have too many expectations
about this program. I guess they may even be a little unfair or I might have misinterpreted
your commitment to me . . . ."
The interviewer says to Mark, "Ununm, so you think you have unfair expectations and
may have misinterpreted my commitment. What are some of the expectations you're won-
dering about?"

5. This is essential information that should be clarified.

6. This type of question is defined as an indirect question.

I br



Multiple Choice Items

Listed below are the names or abbreviations for some of the tests used in drug abuse
treatment programs. identify the category in which these tests are primarily used.
Record your decision by circling the letter representing that category. For example,
Wo.rk Sample Test is a vocational test. The letter D would be circled because it
represents that category.

Category

A = Objective Personality Inventory Tests

= Projective Personality Inventory Tests

C = Intelligence Tests

D = Vocational Tests

Specific Tests Used in Programs

7. ACL
8. Bender-Gestalt

9. California Personality Inventory

10. Differential Aptitude Test

11.. MMP1

Listed below are questions to which an interviewer seeks answers. Each of these questions is
intended to assess a client's strengths or weaknesses in the areas of Reaainess, Relation-
ships Rationality, and Resources. For each question, circle the lette representing the area
intq which it inquires. For example. Is the client broke? is a question about the client's
financial resources. Therefore, the letter D would be circled if this question were listed.

A = Readiness

= Relationships

C = Rationality

D = Resources

12. Can the diem control strong feelings?

13. Can the client get to treatment, job, or etc

14. Does the client have any current or pending legal problems other than a drug related
arrest (civii or criminal)?

15. Does the client have any medical or dental problems that require attention?

16. Has the client had previous drug treatment experience?

17. How does the client spend his leisure time, relax, or have fun?

18. How far has the client gone in school?

19. What brought theclient to this program?

20. What brought the client to treatment?

21. What is the home like for the client?

9
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Circle one answer (A-E)for each of the following questions (22-27).

22. During an iaterview, Davette presented her counselor with a situation involving Mrs.
Hicks. The counselor then asked Davette What she would do or feel if she were Mrs.
Hicks. Whichlype questioning technique was the counselor using?

A. The clOsedquestion ee

B. The open.ended question

C. The probing question 4et.

D. The projective question

E. None of the above .

21 Individualized treatment plans are required in order: for drug abuse treatment
7' programs to meet

A. City funding criteria

B. Federal funding criteria

C: Federaland city funding regulations

D. Foundation fttnding rules

E. Third party payment requirements

24. Inforniation gathered during, the fitst meeting with a client is put, initially, irito the
k

A. Case history report -

B. Interview notes recoid

C. Personal record

D. Referral report

E. Treatment plan
.

.25. The purpose of treatment planning is to identify

A. The counselor's role in treatment planning

B. Tfie personnel recommendation for treatnient planning boards

C. The persons recommended* for treatment planning

D. All of the above

E. None of the above

26. Which of the following (if any) is irrelevant information in reporting an'assessment
interview?

A. Rationality of the client

B. Readiness of the client

C. Resources of the client

D. Rights of the client

E. None of the above

14
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.
27. Which of the following is the moit subject to review?*

A., The case history

B. General data °

C. Referral data report

D. Situatiokal dita report

E. The treatmenteplan

4

*

Q. .

.L . 1
InStructions: Read the following excerpt carefully to answer questions 28-.10. ..

. -
- . 0

YoU are in the process of interviewing a feniale client who came into this interview sesOon
quite elated. However, after a period of time, she has becomequite reserved and unrespon-
sive to your inquiries. You make an emphathetic response and ask her to share her present,
feelings with you. .

She finally responds with the following outburst . . . "/ can't take any more of this. I must
protect myself.. . . can't open too much or I'll be too vulnerable .,. . too Oak,
expectationstoo many unfair expectations . . . misinterpreted your commitment, wake
my commitment÷but what does it mean to you? I guess I am walking around in a stateW
shock. Felt there wgs someone who knewhnderstoodcould count on, but the bridge col-
l'apse4 when I tried to cross it. Guess one must make her own bridges and not count on
others. Who says no man is an island . . . I am an island and the bridge is gone .

28. After the client has regained her composure, the interviewer's questioning should be
extensive in which of the following areas?

A. Rationality and Relationships

B. Rationality and Resources

C. Rkdiness and Relationships

D. Readiness and Resources

E. Rationality, Readiness, Resources and Relationships

29. The content of this client's outburst reflects which'of the following symptoms?

A. Anxiety

11. Autism

C. Manic-depression /
D. Paranoid schizophrelnii

E. Stuporous catatonia

30. While interviewing this client who has had negative inteniewing exptrences, it is most
important to avoid:

A. Apologizing while doing the interyiew

11. Direct questioning of the client

C. Probing the client's past history

D. Showing a need for the client's cooperation in making the interview progress
smoothly

4

E. Suggestions tharthe client see you as a friend

.
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Assessment Interviewing for Treatment Planning

TEST FORM B

DetachThis Answer Sheet From The Test

Name Date

Instructions

The first five items are True/False questions. Record your answer on the answer sheet by
circling the letter T for True or F for False.

The next section has subsets of multiple-choice items. Each subset has instructions; in each
instance, circle the letter representing the BEST ANSWER.

If you should make a mistake or wish to change your answer, completely erase the un-
desired response. Please answer every item.

Thank you. Now begin.

True False

Cfrele YourAnswer

1. T
:

F 11. A B C D
2. T F
3. T F 12. A B C D
4. T F 13. A B C D

14. A B C . D
5. T F 15. A B C D

16. A B C' D
17. A B C D
18. A B C ,. D

19. A B C D E
20. A B C D E
21. A B C D E
22. A B (' D E
23. A B C D E
24. A B C I) E

Multiple-Choke Items 25. A 11 C D E
26. A B C I) E

6. A li C I)
7. A 13 (' 1) 27. A 13 (' I) 1.:

8. A II C 1) 28. A 13 (' I) E

9. A 13 C I) 29. A 13 C I) ti

10. A II C 1) 30. A 13 C I) Ei



Assessment Interviewing tor Treatment Planning

TEST FORM B

True/FaIse henis

On the answer sheet, circle the best answer to the following questions:

(T)rue or (noise

I . A rewarding "hustling" behavior, once identified, is determined to be a positive
resource if utilized for treatment purposes.

2. Client readiness is essential for treatment to be effective. This is a fundamental assum-
ption of the treatment planning board.

3. Evidence suggests that suicidal individuals tend to be relieved when the subject of
suicide is broached in a direct fashion.

4. Separation anxiety occurs when a person breaks an important relationship.

Instructions:* Read the following excerpt carefully. Consider your total function as a
counselor to answer the questions posed concerning the following situation. Indicate your
answer as before, circling the T or the F for true or false.

During an interview, Mark says to his interviewer, "I guess I have too many expectations
about this program. I guess they may even be a little unfair or I might have misinterpreted
your commitment to me . . . . "
The interviewer says to Mark, "Ummm, so you think you have unfair expectations and
inay have misinterpreted my commitment. What are some of the expectations you're
wondering about?"

S. This type of question reflects a sound interview strategy.
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tia
Multiple Choke Items

Li.4 fed belaw are the names or abbreviations for some.of the tests used in client assessment.
Identify the category in which each test may be placed. Record your decision by circling the
letter representing that category. For example, a Work Sample Test is a vocational test. The
letter D would be circled because it represents that category.

Categories of Tests

A = Objective Personality Inventory Tests

B = Projective Personality Inventory Tests

C Intelligence Tests

D = Vocational Tests

Spevifk Tests Used in Programs

6. Adjective Check List

7, Edwards Schedule Preference

8. Kuder Occupational Interest Survey

9. TAT
10. SV113

I.isted below are questions to which an interviewer seeks answers. Each of these questions is
intended to assess a client's strengths or weaknesses in the areas of Readiness, Relation-
ships, Rationality, and Resources. For each question, circle the letter representing the area .
into which it inquires. For example, Is the client broke? is a question about the client's
financial resources. Therefore, the letter D would be circled if this question were listed.
A = Readiness

B = Relationships

C' = Rationality

13 = Resources

11. Can the client control strong feelings?

12. Does the ,:lient have any current or pending legal problems (civil or cr;minal)?

13. Does the client have any potential for violence?

14. Has the client had previous dru treatment experience?

1.5. How does the client spend his leisure time, relax, or have fun?

16. What brought the client to treatment?

1 7. What is the home like for the clier t?

18. What is. was the iustitution like for the client if raised in an institution?

171.
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Circle one answer (A.E)for each of the following questions (19-26).

19. Determining that a client's written consent to release form becomes a part of his file is
the professional responsibility of the

A. Counselor:and the legal officer

B. Project manager and the counselor

C. Project manager and the records manager

D. Records manager and the counselor

E. Records manager and the legal officer

20. During the focused interview, the interviewer must do which of the following?

A. Conduct himself ethically

B. Mairitaia the communication flow

C. Observe and listen well

D. Attend to things that frustrate the client

E. All of the above

21. Federal confidentiality regulations apply to information about a client's

A. Attendance status

B. Mental status

C. Physical status

D. All of the above

- E. None of the above

22. Recording information for review by the treatment planning board requires that the
counselor be best at

A. Denoting -

B. Improvising

C. Paraphrasing

D. Summarizing

E. None of the above

23. W. , is the most important reason for requiring the assessment interviewer to have
knowledge of schizophrenic symptomatology?

A. It is a functional psychosis sometimes encountered during drug abuse treatment
and may require further psychiatric assessment

B. It is easy to distinguish between schizophrenic behavior and other situations such
as amphetamine or LSD reactions

C. It is easy to recognize thr pure form of the four types of schizophrenia when a
person is undergoing drug abuse treatment

D. It is the most difficult psychosis to cure during drug abuse treatment

F. All of the above are equally important

1 71



24. Which of the following is characterized as a thought disorder?

A. Involutional depression

B. Manic-depression

C. Endogenous depression

D. Schizophrenia

E. None of the above

25. Which of the following is not a reason for developing an individualized treatment

A. It contains a statement ot short- and long-term goals.

B. It is required by city ordinance

C. It is required by Federal funding criteria

D. Program effectiveness is improved

E. The counselor's views and decisions may be supported

26. Which of the following statements about the case history is false?

A. It enhances program effectiveness

B. It contains long- and short-term goals

C. It provides indicators for treatment

D. It reflects the family constellation

E. It is a basis for treatment planning

Instructions: Read the following excerpt carefully to answer questions 27-30.

You are in the process of interviewing a female client who came into this interview ses-
sion quite elated. However, after a period of time, she has become quite resaved and
unresponsive to your inquiries. You make an empathetic response and ask her to share
her present feelings with you.

She finally responds with the following outburst . . . "1 can't take any snore of this. 1
must protect Myself. . . ..can't open too much or I'll be too vulnerable . . . too many
evectations too many unfair expectations . . . misinterpreted your commitment,
make my commitmentbut what does it mean to you? 1 guess I am walking around in
a state nf shock. Felt there was someone who knewunderstoodcould count on, hut
the bridge collapsed when 1 tried to cross it. Guess one must make her own bridges and
not count on others. Who says no man is an island . . . I am an island and the bridge is
gone. . "

27. Which of the following in this situation is an incorrect interview technique.

A. A paraphrasing of what the client has said

B. A restatement of the client's disclosure

C. A summari/ation of what the client has said

D. An extended period of silence to permit client reflection

F. None of the at,ove

I 76
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28. 'Which of the following responses exhibits sound Interview response principles?.

A. "I see what you mean, but there are others who are in the same type of situation as
you who don't begin taking drugs. Now, tell me more about your problem."

B. "I see what you mean, but the situation really isn't so bad if you can work it out in
.

a manner less harmful to yourself. Now, tell me more about your situation."

C. "I see what you mean, but the situation really isn't so bad. Maybe I can work it
.out for you. Now tell me more about the situation."

D. All of the above

E. None of the above

29. Which of the following tests should be used with this client in light of this situation?

A. CP1

B. Differential Aptitude Test

C. Kuder Personal Preference Record

D. Stanford-Binet

E. WA1S

30. While interviewing this client, the area in which you were probing became extremely
painful to the client. To further elicit information in this area the best questioning
technique is to use:

A. Closed questions

B. Open-ended questions

C. Projective questions

D. Silent questions

E. None of the above
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

True False

F
14*

Multiple-Choiee Reins

7. 410 C

8. 4 C
9, B C

10. A B C

11. B C

ANSWIM KEYS

Fonn A

12. A B

13. A B C

14. A B C
..

15. 8 C

16. + B C

17. B C

18. II C

19. B (;

20. B C

21. A
11111

C

22. A C II E

24. A
m'

$. C I) E
O

23. A C I) E

_a A C

26. A B C IP
" ,41" A B C 0 II
28. A B C I) E

29 A It C I) E

30. A B C 0 E

I)

Form B

True Falsr Maltipk-( huive Items

I. 0
.). T

I I. A

12. A B
1111

B 0 I)

3. 4113. 1)

1. : I: 14.

1

B C I)

5. B C 0
5. I: 16. , B C I)

17. C 0
18. A C I)

19. 1 B C 0 E
20. 1 B (; I) I21. 1 B C

.)4 E..- 4 B C

23. B C E

21. 1 C E

1lithiple-Choire Items 25. 1 t C

C 11

11 K

t
t

0 H.

.. ; It C 1).

26. 1

- ...).- 1 It C D 06, B C I)

11.
% c

c
IP )f).

28.

10, 1. 30. 111111

B .... C

It C

0
D ,

. It 0 0 K
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Handout
Session 2'

PROCESS OILERVATION FEEDBACK FORM I

Introducing the Interview Date
and Client Readiness Observer

IntervieiVer

Did the interviewer:
I. Greet fic client by name?
2. Introduce himself?
3. Set the tone for the interview?
4. State the purpose of the interview?
5. Discuss confidentiality?
6. Set expectations?
7. Clarify roles?
8. Listen and observe well?

Clmments:

9. Structure the interview around Readiness.
Comments:

10. Inquire about at least two subareas within the Readinecs section.

Sample questions asked: Comment on each:

a. a.

b. b.

c. c.

11. Ask questions not related to Readiness.

Exampks:

a.

b.

This proems ohser on .feedback form Is downed to be used as du, haws .16r sour tvrhal
leedhaeA to Me inte. iewer. Wherever evamples or COMMenls are requested. cue NAM% lots t nat
you obwrcd, e.g., specific questions or responses ht. tht' interviewer. actions the interviewer
took

N A not appnvithk



PROCESS OBSERVATION FEEDBACK FORM H .

Developing the Interview
and Client Relationships

Overall Ratings

Hanel 'It
Sessi, 3

Date

Observer

Interviewer

1. Acceptancs. - effect or question or response on interviewer - client relationship

2 3

Rejects (lient Neutral-neither
or Response accepts/rejects

Examples:
a.

h. .

2. Bias - content or direction of interviewer's responses or question

4 $

Supports and
Accepts Clien:

1 3 4 $

Biased (tends Unbiased (does

to lead) not tend to lead)

Examples:
a.

h.

3. Relesance relevance of question or response to Relationships

2

Tends to lead
away from Relationships

['samples:
a.

h.

5

Tends to direct
toward Relationships

I.Istening For Example:

a. Were inters iew responses pertinent to client's statements? a.

h Did the interviewer interrupt the respondent? h.

c. Woe there esampk, where the interviewer responded accuro etv to c.

"unspoken" statements, lions erhal cues, etc.?

Questioning

a. %Vete questions specific?

Vkre questions manageable? h.

Were errors made in asking questions, e.g , leading questions. c.
double questions, multiple choice questions. lengths question,. eic.?
th a most common mop, I

rhis process iihsemition feedback form is desiened to he used a% the basis for roar verbal feedback to the tfl

terviewer 4 herevet oampIes or comments are requested, cite hehas 1111% that sou (+seised. c.e.. specific
qui.stions responses by interviewer, action% the interviewer bit i.
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PROCESS OBSERVATION FEEDBACK FORM III

The Interviewer: A Closer Look
and Client Rationality

Overall Ratings

Handout
Session 4

Date

Observir

Interviewer

I. Acceptance - effect of questiou or response on interviewer - chent relationship

.1

Rejects (lied'
or Response

Examples:
a.

b.

2 3
Neutral-neither
accepts/rejects

2. Bias - content ordirectio.. of interviewer's responses `or question

4 5

. Supports and
Accepts Client

2 3 4 3

Biased (tends Unbiased (does
to lead) not tend to lead)

Examples:
a.

h.

3. Relevance - relevance of question or response to Rationality

I

Tends to lead
away from. Rationality

Examples:
a.

2 3

h.

Interviewer Feelings and Attitudes

a. What fedings or attitudes were raised in the interview?
E samples:

1a.

h. Ito.4 did inters iewIr deal with his teel,Ns or attitude.?
Example.:

s

c. What did taw% it:vier do that seemed effeetise?
1:samples.

aa.

d_ What did inters iewer do (or not do) that did not won effecme?
1 sample.:

2.

4 5

- Tends to direct
toward Rationality

Ms process observation feedbaeli form is designed to be used as the basis for vour verbal leedbacA to the in

tervtewer. herever evamples or coMMent% are requetted, cite twhas tots that son obsetsed, %peon(

questions or responses In the interviewer, actions the interviewer tooA .



PROCESS OBSERVATION FEEDBACK FORM IV

Terminating the Interview
and Client Resources

Handout
Session 5

Date

Observer

Interviewer

Overall Ratings

I. Acceptance - effect of question or response on interviewer - client relationship

2
Rejects Client
or Response

Examples:
a.

b.

3

Neutral-neither
accepts/rejects.

2. Bias - content or direction of interviewer's responses or question

Biased (tends
to lead)

Examples:
a.

h.

4 5

Supports and
Accepts Oat

2 3

3. Relevance - relevance ot question or response to Reources

2
tends to tewi

away tram Resources

Exampks:
a.

h.

Terminar

Unbiased (does
not tend to lead)

3 4 5

Tends to direct
toward Resources

a. Did both parties seem to carry something away tram the inters iew?
b. Was it esplicitly stated?
c. Did the interviewer review the interview?
d. Was there an opportunity tor client to ask question.?
c. Was there opportunity for the client to make a final statement?

I.samples & Comments:

No N /A

1hts process obwrranon leo/Welt is destened to he used as the basis Mr tour verbal teed/wait to the In
tow:ewer. liberever examples or comments are requested. cue behas lot s that au obser %ed. eA:..
questions or responses hv the interviewer. actums the mtemewer

187
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or

4.

CpENT SKETCh: ANN

I

Factual Data

Handow
Shsion 3

Female, early 20's. Youngest of three children with two older brothers. Father left"no
reason." Mother remarried, no children by second marriage. Stepfather is alcoholic.

Living at home. Older brothers lirving in other cities. Not close to brothers. Mother works
as beautician, stepfather works construction (sporadically).

Used to be close to mother, but resents second marriage. Dsves not like stepfather at all.
Homs situation requires housework to be done by Ms. A. since mother works long hours.
Stepfather is sloppy, at home frequently but does not help.

Ms. :got-into.druas.about time of mother's remarriage (2 years ago). Was then working
as waitress. Friends were other waitresses. Mate relationships sporadicusually met men
through work. Closest friend is four years older, a waitress, very popular with men.

Drug of choice: barbiturates, sometimes marijuana

Client Dynamics

General approach: Appears hard on outside, "so-what" attitude, somewhat of a loner.

Undercurrents: Distrustful and afraid of getting into close relationships, afraid of losing
closeness as happened with motr, father. Feels sexual approaches from stepfatheris
scared of him, especially when drunk. Avoids being at home alone when he is there. Wants
to move out of house but cannot afford to and feels pressure from mother to stay.

Client avoids talk of family problemscounselor should probe to try to help client be
more open about her family. '

I 89



Client Ann

eLIENT SKETCH

Intake Information Summary
7,

flandout
Session 3
(for interviewer)

Age earl), 20's

Living Situation with mother and stepfather, youngest gf 3

children (older brothers out of house)

Marital Status siutle

Dependents none

Employment waitress

Drug of ChOice barbiturates

Length of Use 2 years

Other Drug Use marijuana

Miscellaneous:

lt

Voluntary admission to program
No arrest recoil(



"

tactual Data

, CLIENT SKETCH: BILI,

Handout
. Session 3

4.

Male, 30's, divorced, living alone. Wife left while he was in prison for armed robbery.
Divorced for three years. Ex-wifesand child living with wife's parents in another state.

Parents unknown. Raised in foaer home. One foster brother three years older, successful
insurance salesma3, does not See him. Have never, been close.

Using drugs for eight years. Closest friends also use. Street life. Longtt job held in last
three years was six montbs at factory. No special training. Would.like to be a mechanic be
around cars and motorcycles.

Present girlfriend alsii in program. Mr. V. decided to comel-because he was jealous of
other men she might be meeting; Would like 4live with girlfriend, but Orli says no.

Drug 441toice: heroin, also alcohol and occasional marijuana

Client Dynamics
-I

General approach: I'm okay but the world doesn't understand inelots of bad bret:':s. I'm
not responsible.

Undercurrents: Girlfriend troubleswould like girlfriend tO pay more attention, feeling
inadequate. Gets mad and seeks other women. Relationship deterorating. Foiter father sold

a cars. Would like to ask him for help but foster parents are disappointed and rejecting since
drug use started.

I 93



Hand out
Session 3
(for interviewer)

CLIENT SKETCH

intake Information Summary

Client Bill Age late 20's-early 30's

Living Situation alone

Marital Status divorced (three y('ars. ago)

Dependents chila, lives with ex-wife

Employment longest lob held in last three years was six months at factory

ug of Choice heroin

Length of Use eight years

=.1.

Other Drug Use alcohol, occasional barbiturates

Miscellaneous:

4 rrest Record; prison, armed robbery, 3 years ago
(Raised in .16ster home, parents unknown, one older brother)
t'oluntary admission to program



CLIENT SKETCH: CAROL

Factual Data

i land out
Session 3

Female, late 20's, six brothers and sisters, mother dead. Father living with eldest sister.
Ms. C. living with boyfriend for last year.

Ms. C. and boyfriend started using drugs together. Boyfriend works odd jobs, Ms. C. of-
ten turns tricks for extra money when needed. Was busted once for prostitution (six months
ago).

Ms. C. severed relationships with family. Would like to reconnect without their knowing
about drug history. Would like to marry boyfriend.

Boyfriend prone to violence. Ms. C. turned him into police once when she got mad.

I drug of choice: heroin, other use includes downers

Client Dynamics

Undercurrent: Entered program to get clean because thinks getting pregnant will cause
boyfriend to marry her.

197
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',..
Handout,

, Session 3\ (for interviewer)\\
CLIENT SKETCH

Intake Information Summary

Client Carol Age late 20%.

Living Situation with boyfriend for last year

Marital Satus single

Dependents none

Employment not working, busted once fio prostitution (six months ago)

Drug of Choice heroin

Length of Use 2 years

Other Drug Use (lowners

Miscellaneous:
l'oluntary admission to program
(six brothers and sisters, mother dead, jUther living with eldest sister)



CUENT SKETCH: DONALD

Factual Data

Male, mid-30's, never married, no children. Long but sporadic drug use history. Lives
alone.

Mr. D. has no close relationships. Likes animals, particularly cats.

Talks a lot about military experience. Liked shooting guns, playing war games. Prone to
get into fights easilyespecially if angry.

Talks about having been in the hospital in military because of strain of personal relation-
'ships. Got very "tired." Doctors wanted to talk to him a lot instead of gi ins medicine to
make him "better."

Fired from numerous jobs for disruptive behav;or. Expelled from school for same
behavior.

Drug of choice: amphetamines, alcohol

Client Dynamics

Undercurrents: Tendency to fight wiht interviewer should show through. Distrustful. In-
terviewer will probably feel somewhat threatened by this client.

Interviewer should get some sense of need for psychiatric referral; use of drugs to help
control behavior.

1
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Handout
Session 3
(Or inlisn'itWerl

CLIENT SKETCH

Intake Information Summary

Client Donald Age mkt 30's

Living Situation alone

Marital Status single, never married

Dependents none

Employment military experience, currently unemployed, fired from numerous qther jobs

Drug of Choke amphetamines, alcohol

..Length of Use /0years, sporadic use

Other Drug Use tranquilizers

Miscellaneous:

Islo arrest record, Evpelled from school.
In hospital in military for "fatigue."
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Handout
Session 3

Factoal Data

CLIENT SKETCH: ELLEN

hemale, early 20's (age could vary), never married, no children, one abortion.

Has secretarial skills. Worked for city in office for awhile but did not stay. Stated that
work was too heavy, and also boring. Office was in secretarial. pool. Only women to in-
teract with.

Few close relationships whh women. Likes men, likes to date a lot, no steady relation-
ship. Wants to be takenvare of. Often feels alone. Was only child. Does not want parent to
know she is in peogram.

Drug of choice: bar6iturates, tranquilizers

Client Dynamics

General approach: Seductive, uses body, smiles, etc., to "hook" people. Soulful puppy
dog.

Undercurrents: Desperate to connect with people. Feels helpless, worthless.

Some tendency toward suicide hinted, based on disapproving parents. Life out of con-
trol; men not staying around.

Interviewer should be feeling that client is trying to please.
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Ilandoui
Session 3
Obr inlerviewer)

CLIENT WITCH

intake Information Summary

Client Ellen Age early 20's

Living Situation lives alone

Marital Status .single, never married

Dependents none

timploimentjawedy secretary; auitjpb

Drug of Choice barbiturates

Length of Use 3 years

Other Drug Use tranauilizers, alcohol, general experimed ation

Miscellaneous:

l,"oluntary admission to program
(Parents living tit Same city)

'21 I
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Factual Data

CLIENT SKETCH: FRANK

Handout
Session 3

Male, late 40's. Long history of drug use and alcoholism. Married, 2 children. Third
child by another woman he had an affair with. Wife does not know.

On welfare. Started to take GED but quit. Wife does not work. Not other vocational
skills. All agencies in town have been approached by this client.

Wants to be a write-. Says needs "free time to be creative." Hangs out on streets to get
"material."

Arrested numerous times for breaking and entering and larceny. Used religious af-
filiation as a way of getting to go to special meetings in prisons but not sincere in this area.

Claims other woman supports his writing. Wife does not. Wants program to help him in
that area.

Drug of choice: psychedelics

Client Dynamics

Gentral approach: I coula he a great writer. Going to school, working takes up valuable
time. "Talent" should be supported by society. Great con.

Undercurrents. Not really capable of writing. Wants permission and support from coun-
selor to be a writer.

41.



iundow
Aitn1 3

(lie interviewer)

CLIENT SIMI CH

Intake Information Summary

cliem hank Age late 40's

Living Situation apartment, with wifr

Marital Status married

Dependents 2 children

FInploymentpn welfare, wants t(1 be a wriwr

Drug of Choke psyclwdelws, alcohol

Length of Use 10 years

Other Drug Use,has exiwrimented with everything

Miscellaneous:

Arrest Record: Numerous times.for breaking and entering
On parole. parole' officer wants him in program

Poo



Handout
Session 3

CLIENT SKETCH: GLORIA

1.

Factual Data

Female, early 30's, married (second time). One child 10 years old by previous husband,
two children, 4 and 2 years old, by present marriage.

Had one year of college. Quit to get married. Parents are wealthy. First husband
poorinto drugs. Present husband, same. She experimented with drugs for about two
years in between husbands, but began serious habit with second husband.

Gets money from parents. They don't know about drugs, but haven't approved of either
husband.

Fairly intelligent. Before her first marriage, though, she wanted to be a teacher. Likes
children. Conflict with husband because she wanted to go back to school. He needed money
for drugs.

Works as volunteer in day-care center sporadically. Husband works sporadically. Tells
parents he has "medical problem." No alimony from first husbanddoesn't know where
he is.

Drug of choice: heroin

Client Dynamics

General approach: Honest, ready to try to quit drugs. Pressure from husband to stay in .

scene.

Undrcurrents: Considering divorce again. Doesn't know how to cope with kids and go
back to school or get good job.



C. Handout
Session 3
(for interviewer)

CLIENT SKETCH

Intake Information Summary

Client Gloria Age early 30's

Living Situation with husband and 3 children (10, 4, 2 years)

Marital Status divorced/remarried (10 year old by previous marriage)

Dependents 3 kids

Employment 1 year of college, 12 years ago. Sporadically volunteem in day-care center

Drug of Choice heroin

I.ength of Use 5 years

Other Drug Use all but psychedelics occasionally

Miscellaneous:

L'oluntary admission.
No arrest record.



'
Handout
Session 6

Sample Case History

CASE HISTORY OUTLINE

Counselor (Interviewer's) Name Betty Date 10/9/75

I. Identifying Data

Client's Name Pam

Aliages) or Nicknames none

Client No. 111-22-3131 _

Home Address 1901 North Moore Street, #7

City Rosslyn State Virginia

Phone 524-3400

Date of Birth 8/4/53
MM.

Age 22 Sex F

Ethnicity Wht Marital Status Single, never married

Dependents /, Christine Relationship DauRhter, age 3, b. 6/2/72

Current \Employment none

II. ReadIneis

Facts:

Pam's Oresence in the program is a result of being busted for possession of herion.
Treatment is a condition of her probation. She has never been in treatment before,
and she said she would not be here now (f it were not for the threat of jail. Pam has
made two attempts to stop using drugs before, once with help from friends when
pregnant (3 years ago), second time on her own (1 1/2 years ago).

Pam wants and expects to take methadone as her major responsibility in the treat-
ment process. Her contact With friends who have been in treatment reinforces her
attitude that methadone is desirable.

Pam's mother is supportive of her being in treatment, although this support does
'not appear to be significant to Pam. Her boyfriend thinks treatment is better than
jail.



Impressions:

My impression is tharPam is not highly motim u to Oe in treatment at this Utile.
My guess is that most of her friends will n9t be supportive of her treatment process, .

*particularly her boyfriend. Two previous attempts to quit suggest that she may not
have endurance t? stay in treatment if it were not for methadone.

(Hunch)

From the way Pam's mother talks about treatment, it is easy to understand why
Pam is seeking a "cure" without any personal investment and commitment of her
own.

I doubt that Pam will be much more motivated until she recognizes 1?enefits of
treatment other than regular methadone and staying out of jail.

HI. Relationships

Facts:

Pam describes her relationship with her boyfriend as her closest relationship right
now. This is also the longest relationship she has sustained outside of her immediate
family. She has been living with him for almost a year and especially likes the fact
that he has money. He is not the father of Her child. The other significant relationship
is with her mother. Pam lives nearby and talks to her mother or visits frequently:
Tries to avoid father:

Family: Pam oldest; 3 brothers ages 20, 18, 15; one sister 17. Pam lived at home
until about a year ago. She claims a happy childhood. Pam describes her father as
"He's ok; he yells a lot." Doesn't talk about siblings but likes sister best. Tension in
the home setting was centered around Pam's role as the mother of her child and
around her parents not liking her boyfriend. Parents divorced and remarried five
years agoabout same time she started using drugs.

Pam has no close female friends, nor has she ever had close girlfriends. She de-
scribes herself as liking and being popular with men. Shels attracted to situations,
where men are involved, i.e., history class with male teacher. Sees marriage as tying
her down.

Pam haa never been a member of any discrete social group. She sees groups as
"stupid." Her friends are mostly those of her boyfriend.

Impressions:

Most of my impressions in this area point in the direction qf a number of unsuc-
cessful experiences with relationships. First, I doitht that Pam's childhood .was as
happy as she wishes, given her inability or reluctance to describe it more fully when 1
probed that area. Second, it seems that Pam is in the middle of pressure from her
parents to be a better mother to her child and pressure from her boyfriend to main-
tain distance from her child. 1 still don't knowor know if Pam knows what kind of
relationship she wants with her daughter. Third, it seems that a good portion Qf
Pam%. self-image is built upon her relationships with men1 yet those relationships
she describedwith her father, boyfriend, possibly her daughter's fatherall in-
dicate negative experiences where 1 would imagine siw hos some unspoken hostility
and anger.
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I am especially wary of fhe boyfriend's possible influence I her jf he is dialing.

Her .attitude toward relationships.- "either you got them or. they got you," will be
signjficant in treatment. She avoided being."got" by me throughout the interviews.

Seems that relationship with mother is one where Pam is seen as "darling
Awe:teealthough it seems presently that Pam has "got" her mother. Mother is
interested in treatment process.

IV . Rationality

. PaRts(ilso see Behavioral Assessment 1,5ventory):

Do not dppear to be any indications of psychosisor other pathologies. Does not ap-
pear to be a candidate for suicide. Appears to be` non-violent. Impulse conirol seems
weak. Doesn't plan Well. Seems to try to act on superficial fantasies. Low-key depres-
sion most pf the time. Does. not appear severe, though. Avoids dealing with de-
pression by sleeping. Does not like to get angry.

Inipressigns:

Pam aepears street wise, with go.od sun.ival skills so far, even though she has only
beenliving on her own for about,a year. She is very closed about her feelingsand her
life in general. Pam appears to handle her anger by sitting on it, which may not be

; yery'constr/tctive. Although she says in some instances that she would leave a re-
-lationship! if she got angry (i.e., jf I lied to her), she seems to set herself up not to

. hime to leave (with boyfriend and with father).

.. Pam seems to have a cOmplex "con" system that she uses not only with others,
I, btit with herself. See comments on Behqviorl Assessment Inventory.

. ,

V . Resources

'Factn,

Pam is unemployed. She expresses interests in cosmetology, but Pam's report of
trer training in this area conflicts with her mother's report. Mother says she merely
assisted in a friend's bebuty Shop while Pam saysiche graduated from Mr. Robert's.
No ogler job training. Workedpbriefly as a sales cl9rk at Saks.

Her economic survival at this point seems to be dependent on her boyfriend and
her parents. Pam driVes her own car.

eam says she graduated from high school; mother claims she did not. Records
, have been sent for.

Pank,says she likes watching TV, buying clothes, men. She would like to travel.

Impressions:

Given the conflict between mother's story and Pam's about school I am assuming
that either she did not finish or Mat she is afraid of something the cchool records
might show. I think it will be difficult to identify prevocational or vocatilmal skills
and tikaining for Pam at ti!is point.

I am inclined to think Pam would he better olf if she c !mid begin to dewlop a
siturce of income outside of her boyfriend initially, and eventually outside of her
paivits Also.

, I am also struck by her interests (clothes. T11, and descriptions of these as
being things she can do alone (Hill the exception (f men.)



VI. Stumm.
Other Peruntent Data: (CODAP, Drug Use ifistorY, etc.)

Drug use: heroin, barbiturates, cocaine, illicit methadone
Heroinlast 5 years

Other Impressions:

Pam's major problems seem to center on her relationshipsespecially her ina-
bility to deal with her own depression and anger. If this is addressed, along with
getting her more ready for treatment, I think then we can help her focus on building
her resources.

VII. Information Attached:
Behavioral Assesiment Inventoryt(Medical Record, Psychological Record, Ac r
Record, etc.)

!:!(



Sample Treatment Plan

TREATMENT PLANNING GUIDE

Client's Name: Pam

Client Number: 111-22-3131

Date: 10/9/75

I landout
Session 6

AITP Counselor: Betty

Assigned Counselor: Ralph

I. Treatment:

Current treatment mo%;..)lity: Methadoneout-patient

Medication: Methadone Dosage: 25 mg

Type and frequency of counseling: Individualtwice per week

'ter supportive services and activities (frequency of each):

Adult Education Classes for G. E.D.twice per Week

Food stamps and other social servicesas needed

Vocational and Apititude Testingas needed

Definitions

Goals: the aims, purposes, or end products to be accomplished as a result of treatment,
based upon the client needs and the program services

Tasks: The aoivities, actions, behaviors or steps the client must do or take in order to reach
the goal. These are objective and observable, and become the basis upon which
progress notes are written.

U. Long-term Goals:

Drug Free-Eventually to include methadone

Completion,of high school education through G.E.I).

t'ocationel training

Gainful employnu nt

221



Ill. Short-term Goals (90 days or less):

Goals

Remain free of illicit drugs.

Develop readiness and motivation
for treatment.

Work on relationshipsfamily
and boyfriend. Develop inde-
pendence and positive self-image.

Initiation into social groups and
activities.

Explore vocational interests and
skills-training opportunities.

Eastabiish independent resources
and support.

Begin adult educatial classes for
G.E.D.

Tasks

Will come to program 6 times
per week to pick up medication.
Will provide urine specimen when-
ever requested. Recommend as-
signment to male counselor, 2
times per week for 2 weeks, then
once per week until next review.
Participation in sessions main
indicator. Recommend co-therapy
(male/female) counselors. (Con-
sider this possibility at next review.

Low-key programming and en-
couragement so that she will: I)
interact with others in program
when she comes for Methadone;
2) participate in low-demand group
activities.

Will explore vocational interests
with counselor and complete vo-
cational tests to identify appro-
priate skills training.

Identify sources of income and
support services outside of boy-
friend and family. Possible ex-
ample: Food stamps. Pam must
make contact with appropriate
social service agencies.

Pam is to complete registration
for 2 classes per week, attend
classes and complete homework
assignments.

Comments (rationale for plan):

Drug-free goal is condition of probation in 2ddition to Pam 's. statements re-
garding "getting of drugs" and program regulations. Four or five years heroin use
indicates methadone-free status as long-term goal. Motivation for treatment very
towbasically threat of jail. Older, mature male counselor indicated as a means to
involve Pam in treatment and therefore readiness. She needs a lot of work on re-
lationships, should focus on family, particularly mother and fatheo. Co-therapy may
be appropriate at a later date. Negative attitude towards social groups indicates
counseling focus in this area and low-key social interaction at program. Her edu-
cational and vocational resources are low which keeps her dependent upon others.

) t/
am.



Since she has little idea of vocational br educational goals for herself, acquiring these
resources on her own will enable her to establish self-reliance and economic inde-
pendence. Hopefully her living situation could then change in terms of family, boy-
friend, daughter.

Note: N1DA Federal funding criteria t equire that outpatient programs review
treatment plans at least once every 90 days. All other modalities (day-care
and residential programs) must review at least once every 30 days.

c



Handout
Session 6

Sample _Behavioral Assessment Inventory -

BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY

To be Completed by Counselor After the Assessment Interviews

Part I; Cognselor Observation of the Client's Interview Behavior

Yes No

I. Behavior:
X Is he friendly?

Is he stoned, high or intoxicated?
X is he more unusual than most clients you have seen?
X Is he hyper?
X Is 4 inactive?

X Is he alert?
X Does he initiate convirsation?

.-13o you believe him? (Is he credible?)

X Is he nervous?

X Does he fidget?

X_ Does he sweat?

Is he manipulative?
Yoc, seductive is one way she manipulates

X Is he seductive?
X Does he direct the interview?

X Is he evasive?

XV% he suspicious?
X Is he cooperative?

2. Thought Disoi.der:

X Does he make sense?
X Is he thinking straight (or rationally)?
X Can you follow him?

Does his attention wanj..r?

Does he answer questions appropriately?

Is he scved?

3. Sensorium: Does the client know:

X . time?..vear, month, day tif month, day !I. week
X place? geographic location
X person? his own nome
X situation? the interview or clinic
X Is his memory okay? retvm, retm. e, recut;

almo.4 au, answers to the above are "No'' further psycholwical et dilation may
he indit.ated.

qYi
411.1



Part II: Counselor's Impression of the Lient

Yes No
X Did you like the client?
X Does he scare you?
X Is he a hustler?

X Is he a nice person?

Does he answer questions superficially or are his answers sub-
stantive? (Circle your impression.)

What can you expect of the client?

I expect Pam will continue to evasive and relatively closed until she sees this is not to

her advantage in treatment. I expect that she'll show to get medication, probably to

keep appointmentsbut not a high level of investment or trust at this time.

Other general impressions:

Feels.like she has a pretty sophisticated con gamerationalizes wellbut gets caught

in the different agendas she has for each person she cons.

_

to
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METHODOLOGY

Interviewing simulations, lectures, videotape (or audic,.ape) demonstrations, discussions,
and independent readings with maximum 'recommended ratio of trainer to trainees of I to 6

MATERIALS REQUIRED

One Trainee's Manual for each trainee

One Trainer's Manual fofeach trainer

One demonstration videotape (or audiotape)

Tests and training forms duplicated from Trainer's Manual

EQUIPMENT

One 1 /2-inch videotape playback system (or audio'cassette playback system)

Flip chart easels and pads, markers

TRAINING TEAM REQUIREMENTS.

The training team as a whole should have the folloWing qualifications: experience in
training and in counseling en drug abuse treatment programs. Counselor training and CY-
tensive preparation in mental heahh care are desirable. (It is not necessary that each person
on the training team have all these qualifications.)

NEEDED

One large-group meeting ar A

No small-group %%ork areas

!ME KEQUIREMENTs

Seven 1 2-limir sessions, either in one 3
period,-as appi opriate to program neeck

2...da period or spread Mer an extended


